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Abstract
The purpose of the present dissertation is fivefold:
1. We derive the first straightening algorithm of the Gordan-Capelli series expansion
in invariant theory.
2. We establish a transfer principle that allows to obtain an identity for minors of
matrices whenever an identity for symmetric functions is given. The typical such
identity is Muir's identity, which relates the permanent minors to the determinant
minors. We give some applications of our transfer principle.
3. We derive a completely new basis theorem for supersymmetric letterplace algebra,
which bears no relation with the standard bases theorems now to be found in the
literature. The theorem is valid in arbitrary characteristic, and is established for the
general supersymmetric case. It has to be added, however, that even in the classical
case (exterior algebra, or anticommuting variables) our basis theorem gives a new
result of independent combinatorial interest.
4. We give a characteristic-free classification of the invariants and covariants of skew
symmetric tensors of step three in six-dimensional space (valid in all infinite fields
of characteristics other than two or three). In particular, we prove that there is
only one invariant. Our work leads to a notable new conjecture on the covariants of
supersymmetric tensors.
5. We give the first full, self contained exposition of supersymmetric invariant theory,
along the lines initiated by Grosshans, Rota and Stein.
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Introduction
The purpose of this introduction is to broadly survey the topics developed in this
thesis, with a view towards pointing out their relevance in current work in multilinear
algebra, as well as their historical setting in the development of invariant theory.
The thesis broadly falls into three separate topics, and we shall attempt to outline
each one in turn.
Ever since the fundamental results of invariant theory for vectors were extended to
an infinite field of arbitrary characteristic (Doubilet et al. [8]), invariant theory has
come to rely upon a series of algorithms known as straightening algorithms. The
first half of this thesis is the study of two new straightening algorithms, as well as
the development of a relationship between these straightening algorithms and the
algebra of symmetric functions.
The straightening algorithm whose final version was developed by Doubilet et al. is
only the last step in a long process of development that goes all the way back to
Clebsch and Gordan. In fact, the original Clebsch-Gordan formula, now subsumed
into the theory of representations of G12, is the forerunner of later straightening
algorithms. Clebsch and Gordan dealt only with binary forms; their formula has
been given a definitive presentation in the beautiful introduction to invariant the-
ory written by Grace and Young. The striking simplicity of the Clebsch-Gordan
formula motivated several mathematicians to generalize it to forms of an arbitrary
number of variables. The work of several mathematicians concluded with the equally
renowned Gordan-Capelli formula. The Gordan-Capelli expansion was not an ex-
plicit formula, but an early occurrence of an existence theorem. Despite its vague-
ness, it proved to be strong enough to lead to a proof of the fundamental theorems
of nineteenth-century of invariant theory; the definitive version of such a proof (for
fields of characteristic zero) was given by Hermann Weyl in his book "The Classical
Groups".
For almost fifty years, mathematicians attempted to derive an explicit version of
the Gordan-Capelli expansion. The two most fruitful such attempts were due to
Capelli and A. Young. Capelli believed that only a deeper understanding of polar-
ization operators could lead to an understanding of the Clebsch-Gordan formula.
Accordingly, in a lengthy series of papers and in a book he developed the algebra of
polarization operators his computations were the spur that led to the representation
theory of Lie algebras, again by Hermann Weyl; more recently, the generalization
of polarization operators to supersymmetric variables, initiated by Brini, has led to
the current version of the symbolic method, which we will describe below. Despite
the thoroughness of his computations, Capelli did not succeed in simplifying the
Gordan-Capelli formula. Alfred Young, proceeding from an entirely different point
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of view, came closer to developing the desired techniques, though he, too, did not
quite succeed. Young was struck by the strange similarity between operators of
polarization and permutations. By carefully analyzing Capelli's work, he was led to
the development of what are nowadays called Young tableaux. In his 1923 paper,
the third of the nine-paper series on quantitative substitutional analysis, he further
introduced standard Young tableaux, though without realizing or stating that such
standard tableaux could be the key to the explicit formulation of the Gordan-Capelli
formula.
Such a realization was apparently in the mind of Turnbull, when he assigned to
his student Wallace the thesis topic of computing the explicit coefficients in the
Gordan-Capelli formula. Wallace mastered the machinery of representation theory
and the combinatorics of Young tableaux, and in his thesis he gave explicit rules for
the computation of coefficients in the Gordan-Capelli expansion. Thus, in principle,
the problem was solved by Wallace. It is worthy of note that Wallace reverted to
Capelli's polarizations in his solution, rather than relying on the group algebra of the
symmetric or general linear groups. Not without reason. Although the coefficients
could now be computed more or less explicitly, the "reasons" for such computations
remained obscure. This is perhaps a reason why the Gordan-Capelli expansion, even
in the form Wallace presented it, was not appreciated by algebraists, much less used.
In the meanwhile, more standard techniques of representation theory were making
headway, and the basic idea of such expansions was neglected for almost fifty years.
In the 1980's, Brini realized that the Gordan-Capelli expansion could be easily
proved, and the coefficients were explicitly computed, by the methods of supersym-
metric algebra introduced by Grosshans et al. [10]. Brini made use of an elegant
idea of Capelli, the use of "virtual" variables (namely, variables that are used in the
process of computation but that are eliminated at the end, by a peculiar property
of polarization also discovered by Capelli (see Rota's notes [22], p. 22-23), with an
added twist: negatively signed variables would be polarized into positively signed
variables, computations were performed with positively signed variables (where they
became almost trivial), and eventually the result would be polarized back into nega-
tively signed variables. By this technique he obtained what is probably the definitive
version of the Gordan-Capelli formula.
Chapter 3 of the present thesis inserts itself at this point. It must be remembered
that the Gordan-Capelli formula deals not just with Young tableaux, it deals with
symmetrized Young tableaux (and thus, it is condemned to characteristic zero).
One might therefore conclude that a straightening algorithm for the computation
of the coefficients is out of the question, and we surmise previous workers were led
to just such a presumption. Our main result in this chapter runs contrary to such
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a hasty judgment. We have in fact discovered a straightening algorithm that gives
the Gordan-Capelli expansion for any form in an explicit, constructive form. The
trick, which we believe to be new, is to be found in Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6.
We pass now to giving a brief account of the second part of this thesis. The lead
is again given by a paper of Turnbull and Wallace, a rigorous presentation of which
was given by Doubilet et al. In the light of present day representation theory, what
Turnbull and Wallace succeeded in doing was to give an explicit construction of the
so-called Frobenius map, mapping the center of the group algebra of the symmetric
group to the algebra of symmetric functions. The idea we seize upon is that of ex-
plicitly constructing such a map by an umbral technique. Starting with the Young
module (see Metropolis et al. [17]), which is a particularly efficient way of working
with the group algebra of the symmetric group, we show how an umbral operator can
be defined on this module in such a way that the various bases of the classical theory
of symmetric functions can be identified with specific elements of the Young mod-
ule. By this homomorphism the Schur functions turn out to correspond to sums of
symmetrized double tableaux (not unexpectedly); we briefly describe the tableaux-
theoretic correspondents to the other classical bases of symmetric functions. What
is more, we explicitly determine the kernel of our homomorphism. This leads to a
"transfer principle" whereby identities for symmetric functions are translated, by an
explicit algorithm, into identities for minors of a matrix. As a simple example, we
show how Muir's identity relating determinants and permanents is a consequence of
our transfer principle. We give several other applications of this principle, leading
to new identities for minors of a matrix.
All this is preliminary to our main result of the second part of this thesis, which is to
be found in Chapter 4. This result was guessed by a two step analogical reasoning.
The first step is to guess that, once the classical bases of symmetric functions are
formulated in terms of the Young module, the idea of such bases can be extended to
the supersymmetric letterplace algebra. The second step is to decide in which sense
the term "basis" is to be understood once such a generalization has been carried out.
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we carry out this program entirely taking as our basis of
symmetric functions the monomial symmetric functions, or equivalently (since we
are dealing with supersymmetric variables) the Doubilet forgotten functions. Our
result consists in giving a new basis for the supersymmetric letterplace algebra,
which is new, and which is completely different from known bases such as the basis
of monomials and the basis of standard tableaux. In addition, we provide an explicit
straightening algorithm whereby every monomial in the letterplace algebra can be
written as a linear combination of elements of our basis. Admittedly, the discovery
of this new basis, which is characteristic free and which extend to supersymmetric
variables without restrictions, suggests a corresponding generalization of the notion
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of symmetric function, but we had to reluctantly leave such research for a future
date, for reasons of time. Roughly speaking, the standard basis of Doubilet et al.
"corresponds" to the basis of elementary symmetric functions; the basis of Schur
functions seems however to be limited to the Young module and to characteristic
zero, and the ordinary monomial basis of the letterplace algebra corresponds (purely
analogically, that is) to the basis of power sums.
We pass now to a brief description of the third original part of the present thesis,
which is presented in chapter 6 (joint work with Rota). We present here the invariant
theory of a general skew-symmetric tensor of step three in a space of dimension 6,
pursuing previous work of Cartan, Schouten, Gurevich and Grosshans et al. The
novelties are the following. First, we have completely adopted the positive variable
notation for the description of invariants and covariants of skew-symmetric tensors,
as introduced by Grosshans et al [10]. We show how ordinary computations relating
to such tensors can be substantially simplified by use of positive notation. For
example, such classical notion as the span of a tensor, the Grassmann conditions for
decomposability, become all but trivial in positive notation. We further pursue the
development of positive notation to the point of being able to express in positive
notation all canonical forms for such tensors. This is the first time that the technique
of positive notation has been pushed thus far. As a byproduct of our use of positive
notation, the relationship between the various possible canonical form of a skew
symmetric tensor, and the covariants whose vanishing corresponds to each of the
canonical form becomes transparent, and one sees almost by inspection why it is
that a given invariant corresponds to a certain canonical form.
Lastly (and this is the part of the thesis that has taken us longest to finish) we
prove that such tensors have a unique invariant. Our proof is not only purely com-
binatorial, it has the advantage of being valid over all infinite fields of characteristic
other than 2 or 3 (unlike all previous work on this subject, which was exclusively
confined to characteristic zero). Our classification has an unexpected consequence.
On staring at the symbolic forms of the covariants in positive notation, one observes
that the covariants are obtained by taking sub-tableaux of the unique invariant, and
one is thus led to conjecture that this is a general phenomenon. In other words, we
conjecture that for all skew symmetric tensors, covariants are invariably obtained
as subtableaux of invariants. This conjecture would be immediately proved, were it
possible to complete a partial tableaux expressing a covariant into an invariant (that
is, a product of brackets) by using only elements from the span of the tensor. In
general, this is not possible for arithmetical reasons; nevertheless, we surmise that
partial tableaux can always be successfully completed with "symbols" equivalent to
the given tensor.
CONTENTS
This is, in short, a description of the original contributions of the present thesis.
There remains a description of the contents of Chapters 1, 2, and 5. In these
chapters, we give the first complete, self contained and correct exposition of super-
symmetric invariant theory. In theory, these results could be found in previous work
by Grosshans, Rota, Stein and others; however, the work of these authors is often
incomplete, and it is certainly clumsily, obscure and difficult to locate in various
papers. Although in principle the content of these chapters is to be considered as
expository, in practice it has taken us the greater part of our time to assemble this
material in a coherent and, we hope, readable form. We call attention to chapter 5,
where we present the theory of the White module, which generalizes to the super-
symmetric case the bracket module introduced by White in his thesis. We believe
the supersymmetric generalization of the White module, which is here presented for
the first time, to have substantial applications not only in invariant theory, but in
the theory of matroids as well; again, these applications will have to wait to a future
date.
With the theory of the White module developed in chapter 5 of the present thesis, the
algebra of meets and joins, first formalized by Barnabei et al., reaches its fulfillment.
Further work in invariant theory will have to face the age old problem of discovering
new invariant operations that hold among decomposable tensors of arbitrary steps.
In contemplating the development of invariant theory since its beginning, it seems
clear that the subordination of the search for operations to the search for invariants
was one of those twists of fate that were to eventually lead to the temporary halt
in research in this subject in the first half of this century. In our day, the demands
of computational geometry and computer graphics are making novel demands on
invariant theory, and the need for a systematic study of invariant operations, and
not just binary operations, has become imperative. Such a study can only be carried
out by adopting positive notation for skew-symmetric tensors and by developing a
similar symbolic method for the representation of invariants for tensors of other
symmetry classes.
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Chapter 1
The Supersymmetric Algebra
We begin by defining a generalization of an ordinary polynomial algebra on a set
A with integer coefficients. The variables in A are of three types: positively signed,
neutral, and negatively signed, and we write A = A+ U Ao U A-.
Positively signed variables are the least familiar and are called the divided powers. To
every positively signed variable a we assign a sequence a(1), a(2), a(3), ... of divided
powers, which behave algebraically as if a(i) were to equal ai/i!. More precisely,
divided powers satisfy the following rules:
a(i)a() (i+J a(i+J)
j!(i!)i
and
(a + b) (i) = a()b (k )
j+k=i
Positively signed variables and their divided powers commute. This seemingly arti-
ficial device is essential in making invariant theory characteristic-free.
Neutral variables behave like ordinary polynomial variables; in particular they also
commute.
Negatively signed variables a, b anticommute and satisfy the rules of ordinary exte-
rior algebra: ab = -ba and a2 = b2 = 0.
The supersymmetric algebra Super[A] is the algebra spanned by monomials obtained
by multiplying variables of each of the three kinds. (For positively signed variables,
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one multiplies divided powers.) The variables appearing in a monomial can be
permuted at will, subject only to the condition that a minus sign is prefixed each
time two negatively signed variables are permuted.
The structure of a Hopf algebra can be given to the supersymmetric algebra Super[A]
by setting
A(a)(i ) - 1 a(j )  a(k), a E A+,
j+k=i
Aa= 10a+aOl, aE AUA-,
and extending A so that it is an algebra homomorphism from Super[A] to Super[A]
0 Super[A]. The only delicate point arises in the commutation rule (10 a)(b 0 1) =
-b 0 a when both a and b are negatively signed. Because of this feature, the algebra
Super[A] 0 Super[A] can not be identified with the ordinary tensor product of
commutative algebra, rather it is a "signed" tensor product.
In geometric and combinatorial interpretations, the positively signed variables give
the symbolic representation of skew-symmetric tensors (see Chap. 5) and the nega-
tively signed variables give the symbolic representation of symmetric tensors (see [10]).
The neutral elements act indirectly as "scalars" and will not directly appear.
The most important operators in Super[A] are the polarization operators D(b, a) of
a letter a by letter b. Set D(b, a)c = b if c = a, D(b, a)c = 0 if c $ a, and extend it
to be a derivation if the letters a and b have the same sign, and an antiderivation
if the letters have opposite sign. In this way the linear operator D(b, a) is defined
on the supersymmetric algebra Super[A] and maps the supersymmetric algebra into
itself.
1.1 Construction of Super[A]
A signed set A is a set consisting of three disjoint subsets: A+, Ao and A-, whose
union is A. We call the elements in A+ "positive", those in AO "neutral", and those
in A- "negative." We begin by recalling the three fundamental algebraic systems
of invariant theory: the symmetric algebra, the divided powers algebra, and the
exterior algebra.
The symmetric algebra Symm(Ao) is the familiar commutative algebra of poly-
nomials in the variables Ao. The coefficients of these polynomials will be integers,
although (here and everywhere below) an arbitrary commutative ring with identity
could be taken as the ring of coefficients. We shall denote the set of all integers by
Z and the set of all positive integers by N+ .
1.1. CONSTRUCTION OF SUPER[A]
The exterior algebra Ext(A-) is the algebra generated by the variables A- modulo
the relations ab = -ba and a2 = 0 for a, b E A-. Thus, Ext(A-) is the algebra of
"polynomials in anticommutative variables A-." A nonzero monomial in Ext(A-)
is a product of a finite sequence of variables ala2 ... a, ai E A-, where no two ai
coincide. In particular,
ar(1)aa(2) .. a,,(n) = sgn(a)ala2 . . a,
for any permutation a of the set {1, 2,..., n}.
The divided powers algebra Divp(A+) is the commutative algebra generated by
the variables a(i) subject to the following identities:
0.Ji) W- L( + O).(i+j)
as a ranges over A+ and as i = 0, 1,2, .... We set a(O) = 1 and a(1) = a. (Other
identities usually imposed in the definition of the divided power algebra will not be
needed, and need not be recalled here.)
The extended signed set Aexd of A is defined as
Aexd = A- U Ao U a(i) : a E A+, i E N+}.
We denote by Mon(Aexd) the free monoid
Mon(Aexd) is the set of all finite sequences
empty sequence.) We construct a Z-algebra,
bra generated by the set Aexd with identity.
written uniquely as a finite sum, p = E ciwi,
Multiplication in Tens[A] is defined as
Z ( z 3
generated by Aexd. In other words,
of elements of Aexd. (Including the
Tens[A], as the free associative alge-
Thus, if p E Tens[A], then p can be
where ci E N+ and wi E Mon(Aexd).
djwj E cidj wiwj ,
where the product wiwj is taken simply to be juxtaposition.
For a monomial w in Tens[A], we define the parity of w, denoted by Iwl, to be 0
or 1 if the number of all negative variables in w is even or odd, respectively. The
length of w, denoted by length(w), is the total number of variables in w, where
each a(i) is counted i times. The content of a in w, denoted by cont(w; a), is the
number of occurrences of variable a in w, where each a(i) is also counted i times.
In Tens[A], let IA be the ideal generated by all expressions of the following forms:
L1 UI \ . I"
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1. uv - (-1)IuIIllvu for u, v E Mon(Aexd),
2. aa where a E A-,
3. a(i)a() - i + a(i+j )  where a E A+ .
Definition 1.1 The supersymmetric algebra Super[A] is the quotient algebra
Tens [A]/IA.
It is clear that if al,a2, .. , a, are distinct elements in A+, bl, b2, ... , b, are distinct
elements in A-, and cl, c2, ... , c. are distinct elements in Ao, then all elements
of the form a(e2) i r bib2 . .b . .. cm "  constitute a basis for Super[A].
This basis is called the trivial basis.
1.2 Super[A] is a Hopf Algebra
The Tensor product Super[A] 0 Super[A] is defined to be the algebra with the
following multiplication rule:
w1 9 W2 ' 1 W 2 ( WW2 1W I 1 90 W2W 2,
where wl, w2, w:, wI are monomials in Super[A]. The module structure on Super[A]
0 Super[A] agrees with the usual tensor product module structure. We may define
Iw1 0 w21 = Iwil + Iw21. Similarly, Super[A]0 3 can be defined by setting
W1 W2  W3 W1 2 30 W = E ' 1 0 W2W2 W3 3
where E = (_l)(lz +31 • 3+ I D). Also, Iwl 0 w2 0 W31 def IWl + I•W2 + IW3.*
Proposition 1.2 Let 7r: Tens[A] -+ Super[A] be the natural mapping. Then the
mapping 7r 0 r: Tens[A] 0 Tens[A] -+ Super[A] 0 Super[A] has kernel JA = IAO
Tens[A] + Tens[A] 0 IA.
Proof: Clearly JA C Ker(7r 0 r). We may choose elements el, e2, ... in Tens[A]
so that 7r(el), r(e 2), ... is a basis for Super[A]. Hence, each element in Tens[A] has
the form a + clel + - - -+ cnen where a E IA and ci E Z. If v E Tens[A] 0 Tens[A]
but v ý JA, then v = a + cijej 0 ej where a E JA, cij E Z, and some cij O0. But
then r(v) = E cijr(ei) 0 r(ej) 0 O. 5
We shall see that the supersymmetric algebra Super[A] is a Hopf algebra.
1.2. SUPER[A] IS A HOPF ALGEBRA
Definition 1.3 The coproduct A of this Hopf algebra is an algebra homomorphism
from Super[A] to Super[A] 0 Super[A] defined by
* A(1) = 1® 1,
* A(a)= 10a+a01 if a E A-,
* A(a(n)) = a"(n) 1 + a(n"-1) 0 a + + 1 a(n)  if a E A+ .
If u is a monomial in Super[A], then Au is a sum of terms of the form r 0 s,
Au = rl 0 s1 + r2 0 S2 + '. + rp 0 sp. We shall denote this series by the Sweedler
notation:
Au = U(1) 0 U(2).
For example, let a E A+ and c, d E A-, then
A(a( 2)cd)
SA(a(2)) A(c) -A(d)
= (l a(2) +aa+a(2) 1)(1 c + c 0 1)(1 d+ d& 1)
= 1 a(2)cd + a 0 acd + c 0 a(2)d - d 0 a(2)c+a(2) 0 cd + ac 0 ad
-ad ® ac + cd 0 a(2) + a(2)c 0 d - a(2)d 0 c + acd 0 a + a(2)cd 0 1.
The preceding definition may be showing to be well defined as follows: First, define
an algebra homomorphism q: Tens[A] -- Super[A] 0 Super[A] as
1. 0(1) = 1 0 1,
2. O(a) = 1 a+a1 ifaEA-UAO,
3. q(a ( " )) = 1 0 a(" ) + a() 9 a(n-1) + a(2) a(n- 2) + . + a(n) 0 1 if a E A+ .
That A is a homomorphism follows by showing IA E Ker(k). Let u, v be words
in Tens[A], say u = x1x2 ... xn and v = Y1Y2"m ... We show first that 0 sends
uv - (-1)(IuIIvl)vu to 0. Now, O(u) = ((Xl)O(X2) -.. x,  is a sum of terms r 0 s
such that
juI= IX1+IX21 "'" + IXnl = IrI IsI.
Similarly, ¢(v) is a sum of terms r' 0 s' such that
IVI = IY1 I + lY21 + --+ IYmI = Ir'I + Is'I.
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Therefore,
(r 0 s)(r' 0 s') - (-1)(IuIIv)(r ' 0 s')(r 0 S)
= (-1)(IT'IIsl)rr ' 0 as' - (-1)(luIvl+js'llr)r'r 0 s's
= ((-1)(Ir'llsI) - (-1)(ullvl+ ls'llr l+ lr'Illrl+Is' llsl) ) rr' 0 as'
= ((-1)(IT'IISD ) -(-1)(Ir' llsI)) rr' as'
=0.
Also, observe that if a E A-, then
¢(a2) = 9(a)+(a)=a(l9a+al1)(l1a+a01)
= 10a 2 -aa+aa+a 2 0 1 =0.
Finally, we show that (a(')a(j)) = ( ) (a(i+ )). Let n = i + j, then
q(a(')a( j ))
= a(i)01+a(i- 1) a + ... +10a(i) (a(j) 1+ a(j - 1)®a+.. + 10a(i))
which is a sum of terms of the form
n-k-I k+1 )a(n-k-1) ®(k+
where k = 0, ... , i and I = 0, ... , j. The coefficient of a term a("-") 0 a(t ) is easily
seen to be (n)
Since k sends the generators of IA to 0, it sends IA to 0 and hence defines an algebra
homomorphism A: Super[A] -- Super[A] 0 Super[A] such that:
1. A(1)= 1 0 1,
2. A(a) = 10 a + a 01 if aE A- or aE A,
3. A(a(n)) = a(n) 0 1 + a(n-1) 0 a + ---+ 1 0 a(n) if a E A + .
Proposition 1.4 (COASSOCIATIVE LAW). Let A be a signed set. The ho-
momorphisms (1 0 A) A and (A 0 1) -A from Super[A] to Super[A] 0 Super[A]
0 Super[A] coincide.
1.2. SUPER[A] IS A HOPF ALGEBRA
Proof: Let w = xx2 ...· z E Mon(Aexd). We show by induction on length of w
that (A 0 1)(Aw) = (1 0 A)Aw. If length(w)= 1, this equality follows from the
definition of A by a simple calculation.
Now, suppose that length(w)= n > 1 and that equality holds for all monomials of
length less than n. If w = a(n), one may check that
(A 0 1)(Aw) = (1 0 a)(Aw)= a ( )  a (j ) ® a(k),
where the sum ranges over all nonnegative integers i, j, k such that i + j + k = n.
Otherwise, w = uv where u and v have lengths less than n. Write
Au = E U(1) 0 U(2 )
U
and
av = ZV(1) 0 V(2).
By the induction hypothesis, we know that
E AU(1) 09 U(2 ) U(1) 0 AU(9 ) (1.1)
U U
and
Av(1) 0 V( 2) V= (1) 0 Av( 2). (1.2)
v v
Now,
AW = Aun v = Z(-1)(Iu(2)IIV()1)ul(v(1) 0 U( 2 )V( 2 ).
Hence,
(A 0 1)Aw = (-1)(u(2)11lv(1))A(U)V( iv) U(2 )V(2), (1.3)
and
(1 0 A)Aw = (~--1)(Ul(2) iv( )I)~U( l v 0 A(U( 2 )v(2)). (1.4)
Expressions (1.3) and (1.4) are equal follows by multiplying equations (1.1) and
(1.2); recall that |Av(l)I = Iv(l)j and IAu( 2)I = Iu(2)I. The proof follows. O
Thus, we can define a sequence of algebra homomorphisms
A(k) : Super[A] - Super[A]®k
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k-1
recursively as A(k) = ( ... A) (k-1. In general, if w is a monomial in
Super[A] , then A(k)w is a sum of terms having the form r 0 s 0 ... 0 t, each term
having k + 1 factors. We shall denote this by Sweedler notation,
A(k)w = EW(1) W(2) " ® W(k+l)-
Next, define the augmentation map E: Super[A] - Z by setting
w if length(w) = 0(w)= 0 if length(w) > 0
and extending to an algebra homomorphism.
The antipode S of the Hopf algebra Super[A] is defined as the linear extension of
the map
S(w) = (-1)1ength(w)w,
where w is a monomial in Super[A].
We conclude with a property of the antipode S(w).
Proposition 1.5 Let w be a monomial in Super[A]. Then
Ei W(1)S(W( 2)) =(W),W
where w(1) and w( 2) are such that Aw = EC w() 0 w( 2).
Proof: We use induction on length(w). The case length(w)< 1 follows at once from
the definitions. In general, if w = a('), then Aw = (90 a() 0 a('-i). Therefore,
n
W( 1)S(W( 2)) (-')(n-i) a(i)a(n-i)
w i=O
= a(n) 1(-)(f-i) ( = o.
i=O
Otherwise, w = w'w" where both length(w) and length(w") are less than n. Let us
omit parentheses and write
1=
w/
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and
A(w")= WZt 0g' *
wIt
Then,
A(w) = A(w')A('w") = (-()(Ill''"t , ® '2 ' .
So,
w()S(w(2 )) = ()(Iwjjw" +l1ength(wt
w "I)) t iI wit
Sw (- 1 )1ength(w) Wi wi( -1 )length(w")
=- Zw'S(w')wl S(w2).
By the induction hypothesis, we get E, w((1)S(W( 2 )) = 0. O
1.3 Polarizations
Let A be a proper signed alphabet. The polarization operators D(b, a) for a, b E
A are signed derivations in the supersymmetric algebra Super[A]. The parity of
D(b, a), denoted by JD(b, a)I, is defined to be 0 when a,b have the same sign and to
be 1 when a, b have the different sign. D(b, a) is called a positive polarization
if its parity is zero and a negative polarization if its parity is 1. The formal
definition of D(b, a) is as follows.
Let w, w' be two monomials in Super[A]. The polarization operator D(b, a) for
a, b E A is a linear map from Super[A] to Super[A] such that
* D(b, a)l = 0,
* D(b,a)c = 0 if c ý a,
* D(b, a)a(k) = ba(k- 1) if a E A + and k > 0, where a(0) = 1,
* D(b,a)a= b ifaE A-,
* D(b, a)(ww') = D(b, a)w w' + (-1)D(ba)l'-wIw . D(b, a)w'.
If D(b, a) is a positive polarization, we can define its divided powers by setting
* D( 0)(b, a)w = w,
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* D(1)(b, a) = D(b, a),
* D(k)(b,a)a(r) = 0 if r < k,
* D(k)(b,a)a(T)= b(k)a(r-k) if r > k,
* D(k)(b, a)(ww') = Ck=o D(i)(b, a)w D(k-i)(b, a)w'.
If D(b, a) is a negative polarization, it is easy to see D(b, a)D(b, a) = 0 and thus we
set
* D(O)(b, a)w = w,
* D( 1)(b, a) = D(b, a),
* D(k)(b,a)=O0 if k> 1.
Proposition 1.6 The polarization operators D(b, a) in Super[A] are well defined.
Proof: Define D(k)(b, a) in Tens[A] by the above rules. Since Super[A] is the
quotient of Tens[A] by the ideal IA, it suffices to show that this ideal is closed under
the action of D(k)(b, a), i.e.,
1. D(k)(b, a) (uv - (-1)(IIII)vu) E IA for u, v E Mon(Aexd),
2. D(k)(b, a)(cc) E IA for c E A-,
3. D(k)(b, a) c(i)c(J) - i+ )c(i+j) E IA for c E A+.
The proof is straightforward. As an example, we only check the first condition when
D(b, a) is a positive polarization. In this case, we have
D(k)(b,a) (uv - (-1)lullsIvu)
k k
= D(i)(b, a)u D(k-i)(b, a)v - (-1)luii vI D(k-i)(b, a)v -D(i)(b, a)u
i=0 i=0
k
= D(i)(b, a)u D(k-i)(b, a)v - (-1)I•viulD(k-i)(b, a)v -D(i)(b, a)u,
i=0
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which is indeed an element of IA since ID(i)(b, a)u = ul and ID(k-i)(b,a)vl = |vJ.
The following proposition is easy to check.
Proposition 1.7 Suppose b $ c and a 0 d, then
D(d, c)D(b,a) -D(b, a)D(d, c) if ID(b, a)l = ID(d, c)l = 1,S D(b, a)D(d,c) otherwise.
1.4 Young Diagrams
Let A be a set. A Young diagram on A, D = (wl, w2,..., w,n), is a sequence of
elements wi E Mon(A) such that length(wi) > length(w2) > ... > length(wn).
The integer n is called the number of rows of the Young diagram D and the
vector A = (Ax1, 2, , •n) is called the shape of D; here Ai =length(wi). If
D = (wl,w 2,...,wn) where wl = x1x2... A1, w2 = Y1Y2 .. A2, etc., then we
write D as follows
X1 X 2 X 3  ... XA1
D= Y1 Y2 "'" YA2
The content of D, denoted by cont(D), is the multiset consisting of all entries in
D. That is, cont(D)={xl,....,x z,y1,...,y 2 , ... }.
The shapes of Young diagrams may be partially ordered. Indeed, if A = (A1, A2, -., An)
and A'= (A', A ,...,A'), then we write A < A' when E• Ai = E• A and A1 5 A,
A1 + A2  A ' 2 + A•, and so on.
Let D = (wl,w2,...,wn) be a Young diagram with wl = x11x12 ""1A1 , w2
X21X22 ''"22, .... We define a Young diagram D = (wil1, i32,. .. ,wk), called the
dual of D, by setting i1i = X11x21" ".lX, ilw2 = x12 x22 ... , and so on. The shape
of D is A = (A1,l 2, -... ,k) where Ai is the number of Aj which is greater than or
equal to i. We call k = A1 the number of columns of D. Furthermore, we say that
two entries of D are in the same row (resp. column) if they are in the same wi (resp.
ii). Also, in a similar way, we may speak of "adjacent entries" in D.
From now on, we assume that A is a proper signed alphabet.
Definition 1.8 Let D = (wl,w 2,7 ..., n) be a Young diagram on A and let D =
(2fi, 1 i2,..., * jk) be its dual. The Young diagram D is said to be standard when, for
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each of the words
Wi = X1X2 ... Xr
Wi Y1Y2' Ys,
the following conditions are satisfied:
1. if xj E A+, then xj< xj+,
2. if x3 E A-, then xj < xj+1,
3. if yj E A + , then yj < yj+I,
4. if yj E A-, then yj < yj+1.
Chapter 2
Letter-Place Pairings
The supersymmetric algebra Super[A], although an interesting structure in its own
right, is not the immediate object of the present study. We need a more complex
structure, called the fourfold algebra. To this end, we consider two signed alphabets
L = L+ E L- and P = P+ E P-, called proper (i.e. neither has neutral elements).
From these two alphabets we define a third signed alphabet [LIP], the letterplace
alphabet. The elements of [LIP] will be pairs (xla), where x E L and a E P. We
say (xia) E [LIP]+ if x E L+ and a E P+; (xla) E [LIP]o if x E L- and a E P-;
otherwise (xla) E [LIP]-. The supersymmetric algebra Super[LIP] is called the
fourfold algebra. We shall see that the fourfold algebra is the suitable machinery to
develop the characteristic-free invariant theory of skew-symmetric tensors.
In ordinary linear algebra, one deals with vectors (here denoted by letters) and
coordinates (which may be thought of as linear functionals, here denoted by places).
The ath coordinate of a vector x is a scalar (which is denoted here by a neutral
variable). Thus, vectors must be taken as negatively signed letters, and coordinates
must be taken as negatively signed places. The value of a vector x at the coordinate
a is denoted by (xla) and is a scalar (that is, a neutral element). Suppose we are
given a matrix whose rows are labeled xl, X2..., , n, where xi E L- and where L is
a proper signed set, and whose columns are labeled a,, a2 , ... , an, where a E P-
and where P is another proper signed set. The entries of the matrix are denoted
by (xilaj) which we consider as neutral elements of another (improper!) signed
set [LIP]. The determinant of this matrix is then defined as usual (except for the
outmost sign) as
(-11)'(-l)/2 E(sgna)(xIllaD )(X2Ia,,2) ... (XnIa),
a"
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where a ranges over all permutations of the set {1, 2,..., n}. In order to general-
ize this definition to the fourfold algebra, we write the above determinant by the
notation (x21 2 ... Xn1ala2 ·.. an). This expression extends to a bilinear map from
the exterior algebra Ext(X) in the letters, and from the exterior algebra Ext(A) in
the places, to the symmetric algebra in the letterplaces (xla). We are thus led to
generalize such a bilinear map to supersymmetric algebras by suitably generalizing
the notion of determinant and of the Laplace expansion that characterizes it. This
notion is captured by the definition of biproduct: (wju) for w E Super[L] and u E
Super[P]. Such a definition includes not only the ordinary determinant, where all
letters in w and u are negatively signed, and the permanent, which occurs when all
letters in both w and u are positively signed and distinct, but also a character-free
generalization of the permanent, which occurs when all letters in both w and u are
positively signed but not necessarily distinct, and the mixture of determinant and
permanent.
The definition of biproduct leads to a generalization of the classical straightening
algorithm, an idea going back to Clebsch, Capelli, and Young. This generalization
proceeds as follows. We consider double Young tableaux, namely, products
(wIul)(w21u2) ... (W I Un)
of biproducts of monomial wi in Super[L] and monomial uj in Super[P]. If length(wi)
= Ai and if A, > ý 2  ... " _ AXn, then such a product of biproducts can be viewed
as an operation which associates a member of Super[LIP] with a pair of Young
diagrams (D, E) of the same shape A = (A1, A2,...), where D = (wl, w2,..., wn)
and E = (ul, U2, ... , un). In this definition, the Young tableau Tab(DIE) will be
used to denote the above products (wllul)(w21u 2) ... "(wnun).
The most fundamental theorem in Super[LIP] is the standard basis theorem which
states that standard Young tableaux are an integral basis of the fourfold algebra
Super[LIP]. An immediate corollary of this theorem is that the number of standard
Young diagrams is independent of the linear ordering chosen for the alphabet. The
standard basis theorem makes invariant theory characteristic-free. The fact that
standard Young tableaux span the fourfold algebra is a consequence of the following
exchange identity:
1: +(vw(l)Iu')(W( 2)W'Iu) = I ((1))(V(2)W'1U(2)).
The above identity leads to a recursive algorithm (called the straightening algo-
rithm) to express any monomial in the supersymmetric algebra as an integral linear
combination of standard bitableaux. The fact that the standard bitableaux are
linearly independent is subtler. The proof can be found in [10] and is omitted here.
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2.1 The Letter-Place Pairings
Let A be any signed set. If k E N+ , we denote by Tensk[A] the submodule of Tens[A]
spanned by 0 and all w E Mon(Aexd) such that length(w) = k, and similarly we
define Superk[A].
Let L and P be disjoint proper signed sets. We shall call the elements of L letters
and the elements of P places. Define a new signed set, which is not proper, by
[LIP] = {(x a) : x E L,a E P}. The sign of an element in [L IP] is defined by the
following rules:
1. if x E L+, a E P+, then (xla) E [L P]+;
2. if x E L-, a E P-, then (xia) E [LIP]O;
3. otherwise, (xla) E [LIP]-.
The Z-algebra Super[LIP] will be called the fourfold algebra. An element of
[LIP]exd will be called a letterplace
Definition 2.1 Let w be a monomial in Super[L] of length k and u be a monomial
in Super[P] of length 1. Define a bilinear mapping Q from Super[L] x Super[P] to
Super[LIP] by the following rules :
R. 1. If k 5 I, then Q = 0. For k = 1 = n, we define Q inductively and will denote
Q(w, u) by (wiu), which is called the biproduct of w and u.
R. 2. (111)= 1.
R. 3. forx E L anda E P, set Q(x,a) = (xia) E [LIP].
R. 4. (x (n ) •a(n)) = (xza)(")
R. 5. Laplace expansion by rows
(wlu'u") = E(-1)(Iw(2)ilu'I)(w(1)Iu')(w(2) uI),
w
where Aw = ,, w(1) ® w( 2).
R. 6. Laplace expansion by columns
(w'w"Iu)= -(-1)(l )l)(w'u())(w"U(2)),
where Au = E• u(l) 0 u(2 )"
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Proposition 2.2 The bilinear mapping t : Super[L] x Super[P] -* Super[LIP], is
well defined.
In the following inductive proof, we need to check that the following two conditions
hold at each step n.
(i) If w E IL or u E Ip, then (wlu) = 0.
(ii) Let w, w', u, u' be monomials with length less than or equal to n. Then
(wlu)(w'lu') - (-1)("iw'lu+ '""llll+"'lu'lul+lu'i"lw)(w'lu')(w u).
For n = 0, 1, it is easy to see the above conditions hold.
Proof: We now check that these rules give a consistent definition of Q. Suppose
that Q has been defined on Tensk[L] x Tensk[P] for k < n in such a way that
conditions (i) and (ii) hold. To show Q is well defined, we need to establish the
following facts for k = n.
(a) Rule 5 does not depend on the representation of Aw as a sum, E• w(i) 0 (2).
Rule 6 does not depend on the representation of Au.
(b) Rule 5 does not depend on the particular factorization of u = u'u". Rule 6
does not depend on the particular factorization of w = w'w".
(c) The expression (ww'luu') does not depend on whether Rule 5 or Rule 6 being
applied.
Proof of (a). We prove (a) for Rule 5, the proof for Rule 6 being similar.
Let Aw = E w (1)wl) (2 ) = w V(1) )( 2) be two representations of Aw. Considering
these representations as elements in Tens[L] 0 Tens[L], then by Proposition 1.2
SW(1) W( 2) w 2) = (1) )(2) + j,
w w
where j - j j(1) 0 j( 2) E IL 0 Tens[L] or E Tens[L] 0 IL.
Since 0 < length(u'), length(u") < n, by the induction hypothesis on condition (i),
we see that
E (-1)1J(2) I 'l(j(1)|u')(j(2)luI ) = 0.
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Thus,
-(-1) (2)u1'(w( 1) lu')(W(2)IuI")
-E(--1)V(2)11u I(V(1) I U) (V(2) I U"').
This completes the proof of (a).
Proof of (b). We prove (b) for Rule 5. We shall show that (wI(ab)c) = (wla(bc)).
First, we recall that if Aw = C w(1) 0 W(2), then
(A 0 1)(Aw) = 1Aw(1) 0 W(2 ) = W(11) 0 W(12) 0 W(2)
= (10 A)(Aw) = ZW(1) 0 AW(2)
- Z ~W(1) 0 W( 2 1 ) 0 W( 2 2 )"
Therefore,
(w|(ab)c) = (-_l1)labllw(2)(W|ab)(W()w(ab)(2) C)
= (-1)(|abw(2)+a(12I)(W(11)a)((12) b)(w (2) )
w
Similarly,
(wla(bc)) = (-_1)lallw(2) (w( l|a)(w(2) |bc)
= (-_1)(Iallw(2)[+|b|w(22))(w 1  a)(w(21) b)(w( 22 ).
To see that these expressions are equal, change notation by setting
A(3) = w w(1) 0 W( 2 ) 0 W(3). Each of the expressions above have the form
(-1) (a I Iw(2) l+IaI w(3) I+ lbI w(3) ) (w() a)(w(2) b)(w(3) c)
since Iw( 2)I = Iw( 21)I + Iw(22)|. But an argument similar to the proof of (a) shows
that the above expression does not depend on the representation of A(3).
Proof of (c). In computing (ww' uu') we may apply Rule 5 or Rule 6. If we first use
Rule 5, then
(ww'luu') = E(-1)lIull( ')(2)I ((ww')(1) U) ((WW')( 2) U')
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If Aw = W(1 ) (D w( 2 ) and Aw' = W) Wl)( W 2), then
A(ww')= AwAw = W(-1)(2 )(1)W  ) ( )  (2)l W(2)
Hence, applying Rule 6 we obtain
(ww' uu') = Z(-1)(IuIIw(2)l+IuIl(2)l+IW(2)llw()I) W (1)Wl) ) (W( 2)W( 2) U
"-- E (W(1)U( 1))(W 1)|U(2))(W(2) U(1))(W I2)U2)
where = (-1)(IuIIw(2)I+IuII(2)I+Iw(2)Ilw(1) +Iu(1)Iw1) u )I w2)
Next, we use Rule 6. In this case,
(ww'|uu')= (-1) (" (1)1 (w (uU')(1)) (w' (uu')(2) *
Calculate A(uu') = AuAu' and apply Rule 5 and condition (ii) to
(W(2) u1)) (wl) u(2)) to conclude the proof.
There are two useful formulas which follow by induction from these arguments.
(I) (X1X2 "Xm IU) -•-( j-1) i>j I|iu(j) U(1))(X2U(2)) '' (X m  (m)),
where A(m)(u) = C, u(1) 0 U(2 ) 0 u(m).
(II) (xlulU2 '.Um)- E= x(-1)i>j Ix(i)lluj(x(1) U1)(X(2))  ..2) (X(M) U),
where A(m)(x) _= Ex (1) 0 X( 2 ) 0 '0 0 X(m).
Proof of (i). We shall prove that if u E Ip and if w is any monomial in Tense [L], then
Q(w, u) = 0. The other statement in (i) is proved in the same way. We may assume
that u E Ipn Tens,[P] by Rule 1. If w factors as w = X1 X2 ... Xm, then Q(w, u) = 0
by applying formula (I) above, since A(m)(u) = 0 for m > 0. Otherwise, w = x().
Let r, u, v, s be monomials in Tens[P] of lengths h, i, j, k with h + i + j + k = n.
Then, applying formula (II) and Rule 1, we see that
Q(x(n), ruvs) ((h) Ir)(x(i)|u)(x(J)Iv)(X(k)IS).
Also,
Q(X(n), rvus) - (x(h) Ir)(x(J)lv)(x(i)Iu)(x(k) I)
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and, applying the commutation rule (ii) for biproducts, we see that this is
(-1)Iullv"(x(h) r)(x (i) u(x)(x(X) (k) S).
Therefore,
2 (x(n), ruvs - (-1)u lvIrvus) = 0.
Furthermore,
(X(n) r a a(j),s) - (xh) Ir)(x)a(0) (x(J)Ia(J))(x(k)Is)
= (x(h) r)(xja)(i)(xjl)(J)(x(k) S)
(n) (+ ) 3
Similarly, if u E P-, then (x(n) ru2s) - (x(h) r)(xlu)(zXu)(x(k)|s) = 0. This com-
pletes the proof of condition (i).
Proof of (ii). If either (wju) or (w'lu') is (x(n)|a(n)) = (xla)(n), the condition holds
since (xla)(") is in the center of Super[LIP]. Otherwise, we may apply Rules 5 and
6 and use the induction hypothesis. This completes the proof of condition (ii).
We have completed the argument showing that the bilinear mapping 2 from Tens[L]
x Tens[P] to Super[LIP] is well defined. In fact, since condition (i) holds, we may
consider 2 as a bilinear mapping from Super[L]x Super[P] to Super[LIP]. O
Notation. We shall denote (-1)-'>j Iw'iujl(wiUlZ)(w2 U2 ) ... (Wn Ln) by
W2 U2
t2. 2 . (2.1)
Thus, Rule 5 becomes
w R 6W( 2) U"
and Rule 6 may be written as
(ww11"U)= W( U(1)
W W // U(2)
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2.2 Examples
1. Let x, y E L+ and a, p E P-. Then
A(xy)=AzAy = (lx+x®1)(0y+y®1l)
= 1Oxy+x y+ y®x + zy 1.
Rule 5 along with Rule 1 give
(xyjap) = (xla)(y|l) + (yla)(x|l).
If we use Rule 6, we need to compute
Au=Aa A/ = (10a+aol)(100+®01)
= 1 a + a / - P a + ap 1.
In this way, (xyjap) = (xla)(y|O) - (x|O)(yla) which, according to the com-
mutation rule for biproducts, is (xla)(ylP) + (yla)(xlP).
2. Let z L+, y E L - , aE P+, and pE P - . Then
(X(2)yla(2) ) = (X(2) a(2))(y0) - (X(2)la3)(yla)
= (xla)(2)(yI) - (xja)(xjI)(ylj).
3. Let x1, x 2 , ... , E L+ and al, a 2, ... , an E P-. Then
(X1X2 " "xnlala2... an) --= 1sgn(oa)(x ( 2 a,)(Xja2) .. (xIan)
SEZ(x,lial)(X,2ia2)... (x,,.an Ian).
where a ranges over all permutations of {1, 2,..., n}.
Proof of 3. We shall prove the first equality by induction on n, applying Rule
6. The second equality is proved in a similar manner but by applying Rule 5.
The case n = 1 is trivial so we may suppose that the first equality holds for all
positive integers less that n. Apply Rule 6 with w' = x1 and w" = x22 "" Xn.
Now,
n
A(aia 2 ... an) = :(1-)i-lai 0 a, ... ... an + terms of wrong length.
i=1
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So,
(XlX2 ". Xnllal2 ... •n)
n
= (-1)i-1(xj1ai)(X2 '... XnI•a .. i ... an)
i=1
n
= (-1)- 1(x I a) j agn()(X2 Ia ,) ... "(( lTn),
i=:1 7
where the second sum on the right hand side is over all permutations 7 of
{1,...,i,...,n}.
Let a = r(li), the composition of the permutations r and (1i). Note that
a(1) = i. Furthermore, as i runs over 1, 2, ... ,n and r runs through all
permutations of {1,..., i,..., n}, the formula a = r(li) gives back exactly
once each permutation a of {1, 2,..., n}. In this notation, we have
(21•X2 "... 'a2 ... ln)
n
= (-1)'i-(xiai) sgn(r)
i=1 7
x (X21a271) .. (xji(i-1))(i+1 I(i+1)) ... (Xn I n) (2.2)
= ( Ia,1a)(- 1)'sgn()
x (x2 Ioi) ... (xi ,,(i-1))(x+, Ia,,(i+1)) ... (xnlan). (2.3)
Now, let 1 = (i, i - 1,..., 2) (Note that sgn(i) = (-1)i). The expression (2.3)
becomes Z sgn(ajl)(xl a,,,,)(X21•,,2) ... (XI•Ian)
as desired. o
4. Let X1, 2 , ... , n E L+, and al, a2, ... , a, E P+. Then
(xlx2 ."@.. XIaa2 .. an) = 1 81a)(Xa) ... x 2 Xnlan),
where a ranges over all permutations of {1,2,..., n}.
5. Let X1, x 2 , ... , x,, and a,, a2, ... , an be distinct elements in L- and P-,
respectively. Then
(Xl X2 .X flaja2 . ) = (_)n(n-1)/2 sgn(a)(xl a1)(x2 a2) .. " ( an),
or
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and
(X1 X2 ... "X•anan-"1 "* "1) - sgn(a)(xl a1 )(x2 Ia 2 ) ... (x /n),
where a ranges over all permutations of {1,2,..., n}.
6. Let x EL +, and a, 2, ... , an E P-. Then
-(x 1)(x(n-1)a2 ... aon)
- (xa1)(xla2) ..."(xan).
2.3 Polarizations
We may now define the polarization D(b,a), for a,b E L, in Super[L|P].
development parallels the definition of the polarization D(b, a) in Super[L].
* D(b,a)l = 0.
* D(b, a)(clx)= 0 if c a.
* D(b, a)(al x)(k) = (b x)(al )(k-l) if a G L+, x E P+ and k > 0.
* D(b, a)(alx ) = (blx).
* Let w, w' be monomials in Super[LIP], then
D(b, a)(ww') = D(b,a)w w' + (-1)D(ba)l-wlw - D(b, a)w',
where ID(b,a)I denotes the parity of D(b,a) which is the same as ID(b,a)l,
and Iwi denotes the parity of w which is equal to (-1)k here; k is the number
of negative letter-place pairings in w.
If D(b, a) is a positive polarization, we can define its divided powers by setting
* D( 0 )(b,a)w = w,
* D(1)(b,a) = D(b,a),
* D(k)(b,a)(alx)(r) = 0 if r < k,
* D(k)(b,a)(aix)(r) = (blz)(k)(alx)('-k)
Our
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* D(k)(b, a)(ww') = Ek=o D(i)(b, a)w -D(k-i)(b, a)w'.
If D(b, a) is a negative polarization, it is easy to see D(b,a)D(b,a) = 0 and thus
we set
* D( 0 )(b, a)w = w,
* D( 1)(b,a)= D(b,a),
* D(k)(b,a)= 0 if k > 1.
The proof of the following proposition is almost the same as for Proposition 1.6,
and is omitted here.
Proposition 2.3 The polarization D(b,a) in Super[LIP ] are well-defined.
Proposition 2.4 Let w be a monomial in Super[L], w be a monomial in Super[P].
Then D(b,a) is an induced map of D(b,a), i.e.,
D(k)(b,a)(w I) = (D(k)(b,a)wlw).
Proof: The statement follows immediately from the following identity, which can
be quite easily proved by induction on the length of w.
A(D(b, a)w) = (D(b, a)w()) (0 w( 2) + (--l)w(i)IID(b,a) w(1) ® (D(b, a)w(2 )) ,
where Aw = EC w(1) 0 W(2 ). E
Similarly, each polarization operator (a, b)Q in Super[P] induces a place polarization
operator (a, b)(I in Super[LIP] such that
(w I w)(a, b)G = (w I w(a, b)T),
and
(ww')(a, b)( = w. (w'(a, b)(I) + (l-1)(ab)G( l -w'l (w(a, b)() - w'.
If we use tableau notation, it is easy to see that the polarization operators in
Super[L|P] can be computed as (W1 wW
W UWu 2 W ~l~2 I D 11w i
D D 1(wj)
W n WSn
Wn
Z(U1
aj (2.4)
Z;n
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or
W1 W1( W . cW2 j = I 7- I ! j (j)(1 (2.5)
Wn r Ln
Wn Wn
From now on, we shall use the simplified notation D(b, a) and (a, b)Q( instead of
D(b, a) and (a, b)I, respectively, to denote the polarizations in Super[LIP].
Proposition 2.5 Let D represent letter polarizations and aC represent place polar-
izations. Then for any element h E Super[LIP],
(D(h))(I = D((h)Ql).
Proof: Assume momentously D = D(x, a) and (I = (b, y)(1.
Consider a monomial w E Super[LIP]. We proceed by induction on the length of
w. First, it is clear that (D(x, a)w) (b, y)l1 = D(x, a) (w(b, y)() when w E [LIP]exd.
Secondly, let w = Wlw 2, and assume (D(x, a)wi) (b, y)Q = D(x, a) (wi(b, y)q) for
i= 1, 2. Then
(D(x, a)w)(b, y)(1
= ((D(x, a)wi) w2 + (-1)wIID(xa)IWl (D(x, a)w2)) (b, y)i
= (D(x, a)wl) -(w 2 (b, y)I) + (-1)Iw2 11(by)G( | ((D(x, a)wl)(b, y)c) w2
+(-1 )wllD(xa)lw - ((D(x, a)w2)(b, y)l)
+(-•1)(1w, IlD(x,a)l+l(b,y)|llD(z,a)w2l) (i1(b, y)() -(D(x, a)wz2)
= (D(x, a)wi) -(w 2 (b, y)la) + (-1)Iw2 11(by)I| (D(x, a)(wi(b, y)X)) w2
+(-1)lw)llDn(x,a)l1 - (D(x, a)(w2(b, y)())
+(-1)(IwllD(z,a)|+I(b,y)G |w2|+|(b,y)l||D(x,a)) (Wl (b, y)l) -(D(x, a)w2)
= D(x,a)(w(b,y)'l)
Thus, the identity (D(x, a)h)(b, y)a = D(x, a)(h(b, y)a) holds for a monomial h in
Super[LIP]. By linearity of polarizations, this identity also holds for an arbitrary el-
ement h in Super[LIP]. The proof is similar when D = D(i)(x, a) and (I = (b, y)(j)a.
Even if D = D(il)(x, al) ... D(im)(xm, am) and L = (bl, yl)(il)....(bk, Yk)(jk)(c,
we still have (D(h))(i = D((h)a) by successive application of the results obtained
above. 0
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Examples:
Let A be a proper signed set disjoint from L and P. We shall consider the super-
symmetric algebra Super[L'IP'], where L' = LU A and P' = PU A. The variables in
A will be called virtual symbols. For w = uU 2 ... k E Mon(Lexd) and 0 E A, we
use D(w, 0) to denote D(ul,8) .. D(ui, 0) ... D(uk0), where D(ui, 0) = D(m)(a, 8)
if ui = a(m) E Lexd. Similarly, we define (0, w)] to be (0, u1 )((O, u 2 ) ... (8, uk)(a
if w E Mon(Pexd).
1. Let vi E Mon(Lexd) and ui E Mon(Pexd) for 1 < i < p, having length Ai.
A = (A1 i A2 > "'" > p) is a Young shape. Let {1+,2+,..., p+} be a set of
positive virtual symbols. Then
4(1+)(\1)(2+)( 2)(p + (AP)
2. Let vi, ui be defined as above, then
= D(vi, 1+)D(v2,2+) ... D(vp, p+)
(1+)(Ai)
(2+)(A2)
(p+) (Ap)
Proof: We prove only the first equality. The proof of the second is
definition of bitableau, we obtain
similar. By the
(1+, u1)a(2+,u 2). ' ".. (p+, Up)
(1+)(A1)
(2+)(A2)
(p +) ()
(vIj( 1+)(Ai))
IvtllviI
V2
VP
Sv2
(2+)(A2)
(2+)(A 2)
(p+)(Ap)
= (-1)1i>1
(1+ , l1)U(2+, U2)(• -- (p+, Up) Q.
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= (_1)Ej=i> ,>uIvi lljl(vllUl)(v2 u2) .. .(v Up )
2.4 The Standard Basis Theorem
In this section, we present the most fundamental result in
gebra, i.e., the standard basis theorem. We shall require
identity.
the supersymmetric al-
the following exchange
Proposition 2.6 (THE SUPERSYMMETRIC EXCHANGE IDENTITY).
Let a, b, c be monomials in Super[L] with Aa = &a a(1) a(2) and Ab = Eb b(1)Ob(2 ).
Let x and y be monomials in Super[P] with Ay = Ey Y(1) 0 Y(2). Then
ab(l)
b b(2) C
X ) = (_-)Iajlb1( ba(1) zy( )Y ay S(a(2))c Y(2)
where S(a(2)) is the antipode.
(2+, 72) ... (p + , Up)
S(V1|ul)(2 + , U2) ' (." (p+, Up) lIvillvil
(2+, U2) ... (p+, Up)= (- 1)( > Ivill [+ M vl+lvi { D1vi l l )l(Ju l) (
= (_1)Eiý"1vi11U11(vl1Ul) (
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Lemma 2.7 let a, 3, 7 C L+ , 6, y E P+. Then
min{i,q-j)
k=O
)(p+q-i-j) o(i-k)
o(k) y(j)
,(P) (q-j-k)
r1 (J+k)
where i, j, p, q are positive integers with p > i and q > j.
Proof: The right hand side is equal to
min(i,q-j)
(-1) k
k=O I
where the inner sum ranges over 1 : max(0, i - (q - j)) < 1 < i}. Further simplifi-
cation yields
max(O,i-(q-j))<l<i
where c = E'=(-1)k
However,
i-1
(-1)k
k=O
Thus, the above expression equals
p() +q-1-j) I(pi) (q-j)) ( ia() I i)) (7 j(3) 7 ))
Proof of the exchange identity: Notice that
ab(l)
b(2)C Y
= D(a,a)D(b, ý)D(c,y)
(--)lajjbl
a,y
ba(l)
S(a(2))c
xy(1)
Y(2)
min{i,q-j} ( o(p+q-i-J) (i-k)
(-1)k (k)(j )k=O
= D(a, a)D(b, O)D(c, 7) .
(p) T(q-j-k)
1(j+ k)
i-k
I )( i-k when 1 = iotherwise
and
6(p) )
T1(q)
ý(q-J) ,(J)
) (0(p+q-i-j) jb(p-1) 1(q-+l-i-j) )((i) (1) 1(i-)• (j) j),
0(i) (p-i)
o(q-J) 7(J)
(6, X)U(Y, Y)al
C ( ( p+q-i-) (q+l- i- j) ( i) (1)(i- ) ( ) ()
) (6, x)(, Y)a.
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The exchange identity follows immediately from Lemma 2.7. O
Let A be a signed set. The homomorphism Disp: Mon(Aexd) -+ Mon(A) is defined
by the following rule: if a E A- or a E Ao, set Disp(a)=a; if a E A+ , set Disp(a(n))=
aa ... a (n-times). For example, if w = bc(3)a(2)a(3)cd, then
Disp(w) = bcccaaaaacd.
One can also define an inverse mapping from the set Mon(A) to the set Mon(Aexd),
denoted by w - stand(w), which is however not a homomorphism of monoids. For
w E Mon(A), define stand(w) to be the unique element in Mon(Aexd) such that
* Disp(stand(w))= w,
* if stand(w)= Y1Y2 ... Yk where yi E Aexd and if yj = a(i) for some a E A+,
i E N+ , then yj-_1 a(t ) and yj+I 5 a(s) for all integers r and s.
For example, stand(Disp(bc(3)a(2)a(3)cd))= bc(3)a(5)cd.
Returning to Super[L|P], let D = (wl,w 2 ,.. ., w,) and E = (w',w,. .. , w) be
Young diagrams of the same shape on L and P, respectively. The Young tableau
of the diagram pair (D, E) is defined by
Tab(D E) = (stand(wi) I stand(w)) ... (stand(wn) I stand(w')).
With this terminology in place, we may now state our main theorem.
Theorem 2.8 Let L and P be disjoint proper signed alphabets. The set ofTab(DiJEi),
where Di and Ei are standard and have the same shape, form a basis of Super[LIP]
over Z. In particular, let D and E be Young diagrams, having the same shape, on
L and P , respectively. Then
Tab(DIE) = ZciTab(DilEi)
in Super[LIP], where
(i) Di and Ei are standard on L and P, respectively,
(ii) cont(Di)=cont(D) and cont(Ei)=cont(E),
(iii) shape(D) < shape(Di),
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(iv) the integer coefficients ci are unique.
Proof: We shall only prove (i)-(iii) here. The proof of (iv) is beyond the scope of
this thesis and will not be given. Interested readers are referred to [10].
Let D = (wl, w 2 , ... , wn) and E = (w', w,. .., w.n) be Young diagrams, having the
same shape A = (A1, A2,..., An) on L and P, respectively. If n = 1, we are done
since in the expression (stand(wl)|stand(w')) terms can be rearranged in Super[L]
or Super[PI and a(i)a(j ) can be replaced by ( i+ j a(+j). Assume now that the
theorem holds for all Young diagrams whose shapes are bigger than A and suppose
the theorem fails for a diagram pair of shape A.
We order the set of failed diagram pairs by the lexicographic ordering obtained
by lining up the words. Precisely, suppose that D = (w, w2,..., n) and E =
(w, O,,...,w$n), where wi = xilxi2 .""xi, and w - X ..... Then, we apply
the lexicographic order to the sequence
I /
Xll2 2121 ... Xlj 7 21X21 ... XnAn X 11 , X Xnn"
Among the diagram pairs D-E of shape A for which the theorem is false, we choose
the smallest pair D-E is this lexicographic order. It follows that the rows of D and
E are nondecreasing, i.e.,
x 1 <- xi2 < ""- and x 1 < xi2 <
If either D or E has a row with a repeated negative letter, then Tab(DIE)= 0 and
the theorem holds. Thus, we can assume both D and E have no repeated negative
variables in a row and the first violation occurs in D. Changing notation, let us
assume this first violation occurs in rows
X1X 2 ' XmXm+1Xm+2 '' Xn
and
Y1Y2 ' " • YmYm+1 Ym+2 ' " Yr
when comparing Xm+l with ym+1.
Case 1. Suppose Xm+l > Ym+l. Notice that zl < "" _< Xm < Xm+l < ... < Xn,
Yl < - - - < Ym < Ym+l = ... = Ym+k < Ym+k+l < '.. < Yr (where k > 1) and
Yl <- - -<- Ym < Ym+l < Xm+l <- - - <- Xn.
In the statement of the exchange identity (Prop. 2.6), set
a = stand(xi ...X m), c = stand(ym+k+l ... yr)
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and b = de, where
d = stand(xm+l ... x ,), e = stand(y ... Ym+k).
Let A(de) = b(l) b(2). Then there is one and only one term with b(l) = d and
b(2) = e. Examine both sides of the exchange identity. On the left hand side, the
term with b(1) = d, b(2) = e appears once. In all the other terms on the left hand
side, b(l) must contain letters from e as the corresponding Young diagram is smaller
than D in the lexicographic order. On the right-hand side, the length of the first
row is
length(de) + length(a(1)) > length(d) + length(e) > length(ad).
All the corresponding Young diagrams have longer shapes than that of D. Combin-
ing these two statements, we see that the theorem holds for D-E pair, which is a
contradiction.
Case 2. Suppose Xm+1 = Ym+l = z, a positive element in L. We can assume the
rows in question are
X1 .'. X Z' z zXm+i+1 
' ' ' X n
and
Y1 • Yk z . Z .z. • z Yk+j+l • • • Yr,
where
X 1 .L < Xm < Z < Xm+i+1 _ " •_ <Xn
and
Y1 < "' " < Yk < Z < Yk+j+1 < "." <Yr.
Again, in the exchange identity, we set
a = stand(x1 
... Xm),
b = z(i+J)stand(xm+i+l ... xn)stand(yl ... yk),
and
c = stand(yk+j+l 
... Yr).
On the left hand side, the term with b(i) = z(i)stand(xm+i+l ... x,) and b(2)
stand(y -... yk)z(J) appears only once. If there are any other terms on the left hand
side, they correspond to Young diagrams shorter than D in the lexicographic order.
All the terms on the right hand side correspond to Young diagrams having shape
larger than that of D. Contradiction! This completes the proof of (i), (ii) and (iii).
O
Chapter 3
An Expansion of Characteristic
Zero
3.1 Introduction
In addition to the trivial basis (p. 18) and the standard basis (p. 42), Super[LIP] has
two other interesting bases: the basis of Gordan-Capelli series and the monomial
basis. The first one, defined by Brini et al. in [1], is a signed generalization of the
basis obtained from Gordan-Capelli expansion (see below). The second one, which
will be introduced in next chapter, is closely related to the monomial symmetric
functions.
We first recall the definition of G-C expansion. Let L- and P- be two disjoint al-
phabets consisting of only negative variables and consider Super[L- IP-]. For Young
diagrams E over L- and F over P- having the same shape, the left-symmetrized
bitableau (E IF) is defined as
E(Eau F), (3.1)
where a ranges over all column-stabilized permutations of the set of all entries in
E (i.e., every column of E, is a permutation of the corresponding column of E;
no variables are moved from one column to another), and the sum is over all such
permutations. Similarly, one can also define right-symmetrized bitableau.
Classic result states that the standard left-symmetrized (or right-symmetrized)
bitableaux form a basis for Super[L- IP-]. Given a E Super[L- IP-], the expansion
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of a as a linear combination of elements of this basis is called the Gordan-Capelli
expansion of a.
When L- and P- are extended to alphabets L and P, including both positively
and negatively signed variables, Super[L- IP-] becomes a special case of the fourfold
algebra Super[LIP]. We wish to recast the definition of symmetrized bitableau in
a form that will be suitable for generalization to the fourfold algebra. To this end,
we rewrite the above definition using polarization operators. Let Der(A) denote the
following Young diagram over a set of negative virtual symbols (see the def. on p. 39)
A = 1-, 2-, 3-, .... }, having shape A = (A1 , A2 , ... , Ap)
1- 2- 3- ... A
1- 2- 
- A2
Let E be a Young diagram, whose (i,j)-entry is denoted by eij, over L with the
same shape. If the operator D(E, Der(A)) denotes
... D(elA1 , Al )' . D(e 22 , 2-)D(ei2, 2-)D(epl, 1-) .-- D(e 21, 1-)D(ell, 1-),
then the symmetrized bitableau (3.1) can be rewritten by
([ I F) = D(E, Der(A))(Der(A)IF). (3.2)
Note that all the polarizations in (3.2) are positive. Definition (3.2) can be immedi-
ately extended to define signed symmetrized bitableau (that is, E contains positively
signed variables); in this case negative polarizations occur.
The signed symmetrized bitableau, defined by (3.2) in the fourfold algebra, preserves
a number of properties of the symmetrized bitableau defined in Super[L- P-]. For
example,
(®1. =
where the Young diagrams Fi and Ej are standard, the coefficients ci are independent
of the content of E, and the coefficients dj are independent of the content of F.
3.2. DEFINITIONS
The standard signed left-symmetrized (or right-symmetrized) bitableaux (called
Gordan-Capelli series) form a basis for Super[LIP]. Unfortunately, this basis is
only of characteristic zero. The Gorden-Capelli series expansion of a non-standard
symmetrized bitableau requires not only the exchange identity (Prop. 2.6), which
is based on two consecutive rows of a Young diagram, but also its "dual analogue",
an exchange identity based on two consecutive columns of a symmetrized Young
diagram. This column-exchange identity is implicit from the "duality" theory de-
veloped in [1],
Our objective is to define the symmetrized bitableau combinatorially and give the
column-exchange identity a simple, combinatorial proof.
Furthermore, formula (4.14) derived in Chap. 4 writes the monomial
(1-11-)(2-12-) -.. (n-n-)
into a linear combination of symmetrized bitableaux, that is
(1-11-)(2-12-) ... (n-In-) = E ( T ,
A TA
where c\ are rational coefficients. Using this formula and the column-based, row-
based exchange identities, we obtain an algorithm for the Gordan-Capelli series
expansion of a monomial in Super[LIP].
3.2 Definitions
Let A be a proper signed set. Given w = X1X22 3 ... X E Mon(A), we shall use
w+ to denote the order-preserving subsequence of w which consists of all positive
variables in w. An ordered pair (w(z), w( 2)), denoted by w,, is called a shuffle split
of w if w(1) = X,(1)ZX( 2) ... x(ni) and w(2) = .X(nl+1)x(ni+2) .. X(n) for some
permutation a of the set {1, 2,..., n}, such that a(1) < a(2) < ... < a(ni) and
u(nl + 1) < a(nl + 2) < ... < a(n).
The following proposition is easy to check.
Proposition 3.1 For any w E Mon(A), if w, = (w(x), w(2)) is a shuffle split of w,
then wf de (w•l), w2)) is a shuffle split of w+ .
For a shuffle split w, = (w(1), w(2)) of w, if w+ = Y1Y2" ".' Ym and W) = y Y 2  Yim,
W(2) = 31 2 ""YYm,2  then the sign of the shuffle split w8, denoted by sgn(w.),
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is defined as the sign of the permutation
Y( i Y2 .. Ymi Yml+1
Yi1 i2 .. Yim, Y l
S.. Ym
By Proposition 3.1, it is easy to see that sgn(ws) = sgn(wf+ ).
Now let L and P be disjoint proper signed alphabets and consider Super[LIP] in
characteristic zero. Then the divided powers a(i) is simply equal to ai/i! for a E L +
or P+. Let {1+, 2+,. - .} denote a set of positive virtual symbols and {1-, 2-, - - .
denote a set of negative virtual symbols. Given a Young shape A = (A1, A2 , A'' p),
we define Der(A) (read as "deroid") by the diagram
1- 2- 3- ... A-
1- 2- ...
For a Young diagram T over L or over P with shape A, where the (i,j)-entry of T
is denoted by tij, we shall use D(T, Der(A)) to denote the letter polarizations
S' D(tlA1 , A1) -- D(tl2, 2-)D(tpl, 1-)D(t(p_)l, 1-)... D(t21, 1-)D(tx1, 1-),
and use (Der(A), T)OL to denote the place polarizations
For example,( ](1-,t21)( ... ( - tp1)( ... (2-,t12) (A1 t1 A1) (
For example,
D ( 1-1-1- 3-)
= D(a, 3-)D(b, 2-)D(b, 2-)D(d, 1-)D(c, 1-)D(a, 1-)
and
3- a b
,c b
d
a) )
= (1-, a)I(1-, c)((1-, d)Q(2-, b)Q(2-, b)Q(3-, a)c.
3.2. DEFINITIONS
Definition 3.2 Let E and F be Young diagrams over L and P, respectively, having
the same shape A. Define the signed left-symmetrized bitableau (] F) by
D(E, Der(A))(Der(A)IF), (3.3)
and the signed right-symmetrized bitableau (E W ]) by
(EIDer ( A) ) (Der(A), F)(A.
From now on we shall replace "signed symmetrized bitableau" by "symmetrized
bitableau" and only consider left-symmetrized bitableaux, unless otherwise indi-
cated.
Let ( = A1 2,7 , ,Aq) denote the dual shape of A = (A1,A 2,.. .,p). Then by
applying the polarization operators of (3.3) using formula (2.4), the symmetrized
bitableau ([- I F) equals
E (Ea)(EoF), (3.4)
where
* r ranges over all column-stabilized permutations of the set of all entries in
E. That is, every column of E, is a permutation of the corresponding column
of E; no variables are moved from one column to another.
* the sign coefficient E(E,) equals
where the monomial e is obtained by lining up the entries e;j of E along
columns from bottom to top and from right to left:
e = eqq ... e2qelq ... *ell ... e 2 1ell, (3.5)
the monomial e, is obtained by lining up the entries (ea)ij of E, along rows
from left to right and from top to bottom:
e, = (e>)11(ea)12 '''. (e)l1A .. (ea)pl ... (eo)p,~p, (3.6)
and the notation
e+
denotes a permutation.
Not that if all the entries of E are negative, then E(E,) = 1 for every column-
stabilized permutation a. Definition (3.4) and (3.1) then coincide.
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As an example, we have
a+ c- d+ f- g t+
b+ c- e+ h+ s- u+
2 a+ c- d f- g+ t+ + a+ c- e+ f- g+ t+
-2 b+  c- e+  h+  s- u+  b+ c- d+  h+  s- u+
+2 (b c- d f- g t+ -2 b+ c- e+ f- g+ t+
2 a+  c- e+  + s- u+  a+  c- d+  h+ s- u+
Proposition 3.3 Let E, F be Young diagrams on L and P, respectively, having the
same shape A = (A1,...,XAp). The dual shape of A is denoted by X = (71,72, .. ,q)
and the dual diagram of E is denoted by
E = (e11e21 '*e~1, e12*. e-22,*...,1A, .... e'q9),
where eij denotes the (i,j)-entry of E. If Vir(A) denotes the Young diagram
ii Jl .. kk
i2 32
J12i- k
where i ,.. ., iZJ, , ..., k. } is a set of distinct negative virtual symbols, then
(EWF)
= D(eyAl,k-)... D(el 2,j))D(ey, l, i) .. .D(e21,i2)D(el, i; ) (IVir(A) IF)
Using definition 3.4, the proof is straight forward applying the polarization operators
on the right hand side.
3.3 A Special Example
Let's consider the Gordan-Capelli series expansion of a non-standard symmetrized
bitableau ([ IF) E Super[L-IP-]. By definition (3.3) and the standard basis
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theorem, we may assume F is standard. Without loss of generality, we can assume
each column of E is nondecreasing downwards. So the violations in E can only
occur between two consecutive variables of a single row. Recall that in the proof
of the standard basis theorem the violations only occur between two consecutive
variables in a single column, and can be corrected by applying the exchange identity
(Prop. 2.6). Thus if there exists a similar exchange identity to correct the violations
in FE], this identity should be based on two consecutive columns of FE-. Indeed, let
a, b, c be monomials in Super[L-] and x, y be monomials in Super[P-], then
ab( 2)
b , b (i) j
0
= ( a2 )( Ea, () Z if length(b(2))>length(a),otherwise (3.7)
where E = (- 1 )1ength(b( 2 )); bs = (b(1), b(2)) ranges over all shuffle splits of b and
as = (a(1), a(2)) ranges over all shuffle splits of a.
Recall that for w = wl W2 ... , E Mon(L-) or Mon(P-), t13
column sequence
Wm
The proof is simple and combinatorial. We may assume that
length(b(1l)) = length(x) - length(a),
length(b(2)) = length(y) - length(c),
length(a(1)) = length(x) - length(b),
length(a( 2)) = length(y) - length(c).
According to definition (3.4), the left hand side of equality (3.7) is
6 ba, () '(
Eb, a ( ( 'ý) ,
denotes its dual: the
equal to
(3.8)
where the inner sum ranges over all column-stabilized permutations. We may assume
all variables in a, b, c are distinct. Let Eb, denote the Young diagram
b(2)
Zb(i)
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and F denote the Young diagram
Case 1. (length(b(2)) > length(a).)
Choose an arbitrary term ((Eb,)aI F) from (3.8). Then at least one row of (Ebs)o
should contain at least two variables appearing in b since length(b(2)) > length(a).
Suppose the kth row is the first one, among all such rows, containing a variable bl
from b(l) and a variable b2 from b(2), that is,
i Each row contains at most one variable in b.
(Eb,)a = bl b2 } the kth row
By interchanging b1 and b2 in (Eb,)a, we get a new diagram (Eb,)~':
• Each row contains at most one variable in b.
b2 bl} the kth row
where ba, equals
(b(i) - bi + b2, b(2) - b2 + bi)
which is a shuffle split of b: bl in b(1) is replaced by b2 and b2 in b(2) is replaced by
bl (Note that b2 in b(l) may not be at the same position as bl does in b(l) and so
in bl in b(2)), and a' is a column-stabilized permutation of the set of all variables in
Eb,,. Clearly, ((Ebs,),,IF) is one of the terms in (3.8), and
((Eb,)o IF) + ((Eb8,),,IF) = 0.
It is not difficult to see that the diagram (Eb,), and the diagram (Eb,,),, has 1-1
correspondence. Thus, (3.8) is equal to 0.
Case 2. (length(b( 2)) < length(a).)
As in case 1 all the terms ((Eb,) I F) in (3.8), where each (Eb,), has at least one
row containing at least two variables in b, will be eliminated. Thus, the inner sum of
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(3.8) can reduce to a sum over all those column-stabilized permutations a such that
each row of the corresponding (Eb,), contains at most one variable in b. Choose
such a permutation a. Then in the corresponding (Eb,),, we interchange every
variable in b(2) with the variable in the same row but in a. Denote the new diagram
by (Ea,),:
al (2) 9Sa() c 
where as = (a(m), a(2)) is some shuffle split of a, and r is some column-stabilized
permutation of the set of all variables in Ea,.
It is easy to see that
((Eb)ajI F) = (- 1)length(b(2)) ((Ea,),rI F).
So, (3.8) equals
(-1)ength(b(2)) ((Es,,), F),
where the inner sum ranges over all column-stabilized permutations of the set of all
variables in Eas,, and the outer sum ranges over all shuffle splits of a. Therefore, we
obtain
(- 1l)ength(b(2)) F)
as
3.4 The Column-Exchange Identity
The previous example (3.7) can be generalized to obtain the column-exchange iden-
tity in the fourfold algebra Super[LIP], where L = L+ U L- and P = P+ U P-. We
start with a lemma whose proof is easy and is omitted.
Lemma 3.4 Let a = a1a2 ...Q" , = 0102 .2" "n, 7 = 7172""•Yn, and 6 =
b1b2 ... "n be four permutations of the set {1, 2, ... , n}. Then
sgn(( (())- sgn(()).sgn(( " ) ) .sgn,
where denotes the permutation (two-line notation)
d1 i2 "').
and similar interpretations hold for ( ...
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Theorem 3.5 (COLUMN-EXCHANGE IDENTITY). Let E and F be two
Young diagrams over L and P respectively, having the same shape A. The dual shape
A is denoted by (71, _Y," ", 17q) and the dual diagram E is denoted by (wz, w 2 , ... q)
where wi E Mon(L). Let k E {1, 2, ... ,q - 1}. Suppose wk = au, wk+1 = vc and
b = uv as a, u, v, c E Mon(L), then
Ssgn(b,) (E F)
b8
0 if length(v) > length(a)
( 1 )6+l1ength(v) a,8 sgn(a) (E 8  F) otherwise, (3.9)
where
6 = (length(b) - IbI) x (length(a) - lal),
Eb, = (wi, .. , Wk-1, ab(l), b(2)C, Wk+2,' "7, wq),
Ea, = (w l , ,W k-l, a(l), a(2)c, Wk+2,7 'wq)
as b, = (b(i), b(2)), as = (a(1), a(2)) range over all shuffle splits of b and a, respec-
tively.
Proof: By formula (3.4), the left hand side of (3.9) equals
S1 sgn(b,)E((Ebj,)) ((Eb,)a IF), (3.10)
b8 a
where the inner sum ranges over all column-stabilized permutations of the set of all
variables in Eb,. We may assume all variables in a, b, c are distinct, and restrict b,
to those shuffle splits with length(b(2))=length(v).
Case 1. (length(v) > length(a).)
Choose an arbitrary term ((Eb,)alF) in (3.10). As in case 1 of last section, there
exist (at least) two variables in b which are in a single row of (Eb,)a. Suppose that
the rth row of (Eb,), is the first one, among all such rows, containing two variables
in b: bl from b(1), and b2 from b(2). Interchange bl and b2 in (Eb,),, and denote the
new diagram by (Eb,,),,. Then
((Eb.)oIF) - (_l)(IbIjjb2j)((Eb,)y, F).
Let eb,, eb,, be the two sequences obtained by lining up all the entries of Eb, and all
the entries of Eb,,, respectively, along columns from bottom to top and from right
to left as the sequence e was formed in (3.5). Let (eb)a 0 , (eb,,)a' be the sequences
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obtained by lining up the entries of (Eb,)a and the entries of (Eb,,)i,, respectively,
along rows from left to right and from top to bottom as the sequence e, was formed
in (3.6). Then by Lemma 3.4, we obtain
sgn((
= (_l)(Ib
= (-1)(Ibl
ebdZ
ee
b'I(eb,)t e+ (( eb,
(eb, 'Azzbz/
1+1)(1b 21+1) (( (e))) -na9bgn(b,)sgn(bi),
gn
which implies
(-1)(lbl+lb2 1)E((Eb,,r)0)
= (-1) ( 1b, +l ) ( b2 1+ ) -e(Eb,)ja) -sgn(b,)sgn(bi).
Thus,
sgn(bs)E((EbS)a)((Eb.)a IF) + sgn(bs,)E((Eb , )a')((Eb8,)a, IF) = 0.
Since (Eb,), and (Eb,,),' have 1-1 correspondence, (3.10) is equal to 0.
Case 2. (length(v) _< length(a).)
As in case 2 of last section, the inner sum in (3.10) can reduce to the sum over
those column-stabilized permutations a such that each row of (Eb,)a contains at
most one variable in b. Choose such a permutation a. In the corresponding (Ebjo,
we interchange each variable x in b(2) with the corresponding variable y in the same
row but in a. Denote the new diagram by (Ea,),. Then
((Ebs)j IF) - (-1)l{(x'y):xl=ly=1l}l((Eas)TIF).
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.4 we obtain
e(eb )•+ e e
.97 +A (e,) sgn + ))sgn e 8!
· g·(( () -gn(( ea )T (eb(e b e ÷ ,b
However,
gn =(e, )a 1)I{(XyY):xI=11l=o}
(( ))
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and
sgn e' = sgn e+ )) a, e
(-1)11(',y):Ix1A1y1ille((Ea,)T)
= (l)l(,):ll=lul=0l(-1) .e(Eb). sgn(a8 s)sgn(b,),
which implies
sgn(bs),E((Eb.))((Eb),J IF)
= (-1)6+1ength(v)sgn(as)e((Ea,).)((Ea.)J|F).
Since (Eb,)a and (Ea,), have 1-1 correspondence, (3.10) is equal to
(- +1ength(v) E sgn(as) ( II F)
aO
3.5 An Expansion of Characteristic Zero
We now give our main theorem.
Theorem 3.6 Let L and P be disjoint signed alphabets. The bitableaux ( l Fi) ,
where Ei and Fi are standard with the same shape, form a basis of Super[LIP ] over
the field of rationals Q. In particular, let E and F be Young diagrams, having the
same shape, on L and P, respectively. Then
( F(F) = , (EiIFI)
in Super[LIP] where
(i) Ei and Fi are standard on L and P, respectively;
(ii) cont(Ei) =cont(E) and cont(Fi) =cont(F);
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(iii) shape(E) = shape(Ei);
(iv) the constants ci are unique.
Proof: Let's first prove (i), (ii), (iii). By the standard basis theorem, we get
(Der(A)IF) = bj(Der(A)IFj)
where Fj are standard with shape A. This implies
F)- (E I )
i.e., the constants bj are independent of the content of E.
standard basis theorem, the column-exchange identity (3.9)
As in the proof of the
gives
( j) = E dki(k] Fj)
kj
where Ek are standard with shape A and the constants dkj
content of Fj for every j. Thus
are independent of the
( lF) = bjdki (Ek ),
k,j
=i (Z(EI Fl).
The proof of (i), (ii), (iii) is completed.
To prove (iv), we require formula (4.14) which will be derived in next chapter:
(111)(212)...(nin) = E(-1)h(A)
A
(f 2
* {1, 2, - -., n} is a set of negative virtual symbols;
* the outer sum ranges over all A = (A1, A2,...,Ap) E Par(n);
* the inner sum ranges over all Young diagrams TA on the set {1, 2,..., n} with
shape A, having no repeated entries;
where
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* fA denotes the number of standard Young diagrams Tx defined above;
* h(\) = -l_<j<_p ,\Aj.
Any monomial y in Super[LjP], say y = (xi|yi)(x21j 2 ) .( (Xnjyn), can be obtained
by polarizing the virtual identity element. That is
(xiY1i)(x 2 jY2)" "... (nYn)
= ±D(xn, n) ... D( 2, 2)D(xi, 1)(111)(212)... (njn)(1, yi)((2, y2)(1 ... (n, yn)
where the sign depends on the content of the monomial y. So,
7 = ( 2  D(xa, n) ... D(X2 , 2)D(xi, 1) ( T\ YT,
where YT, is a Young diagram on the set {Yl,,Y2,...,y}), depending on TA: if
TA = (ili 2 " "Ai1, jl1j2 j JA2 ,...,klk 2 ... k\),
then
YT\ = (Yil Yi2  YiA 1 ,j1 YJ2 J2 .. , Yk Yk. .. Ykxp)
By Proposition 1.7, we obtain
D(xn, n) ... D(x2, 2)D(x, 1) ( IYT )
= D(xk, k,) kAp) .. D(zk, ki) ... D(xil , iA) ... D(xil, i) (-lT Y A)
By Proposition 3.3, we obtain
D(XkA,kIp)...D(xkl,ki)...D(xi,\,il)...D(Xilii) (T IYT) ( XIYTA)
where
XT, = (Xilx,2 "" "x,,1 ,Xj 1 X j 2  2Xj,.. .,XklXk 2 "' Xk\p)
Thus, we have proved that any monomial in Super[LIP] can be written as a linear
combination of symmetrized bitableaux. By the previous results (i), (ii) and (iii),
any monomial in Super[LIP] can expanded as a linear combination of standard
symmetrized bitableaux. Since the number of standard Young bitableaux and the
number of standard symmetrized bitableaux are equal, (iv) follows immediately.
The proof of the above theorem also gives a step by step algorithm to straighten
any monomial in super[LIP] into a linear combination of Gordan-Capelli series.
Chapter 4
A New Straightening Law
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we shall derive the monomial basis for Super[LIP] through its con-
nection with symmetric functions.
We shall consider mainly Super[L-IP-] (or Super[L+JP+]) over Q except in the
last section. In other words, we consider the polynomial algebra Q[L,P,,], where
Ln = {xI,x 2, ... , x} and P, = {yl, y2,..., yb}, generated by the set of commuting
variables (xilyj) for xi E L, and yj E P,. This polynomial algebra can be used to
characterize, abstractly, the structure of determinant and permanent in Cartesian
coordinates. We denote neg(a l a 2 ... aklblb .b2.. bk) as
Ssgn(a)(allba)(a 2 ba2) ..." " (aklb ak),
aESk
and pos(ala 2 ... aklblb2 ... bk) for
E (a, (bo)(alb.2) .. (akibcrk)-
aESk
The connection of this algebra with the theory of symmetric functions was noted as
early as in the 1920s [15], such as the connection of the Muir identity [19]
-(-1)' E neg(j' . jiJji .l ji)-pos(ji+l "jnlji+l jn) = 0,
i=1 T1 uT2=[n]
where (T1 = {j, - - -,ji}, T2 = {ji+l,' ",jn}) are ordered set partitions of [n] =
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{1, 2,..., n}, with the Wronskian relation [14]
n
Z(-1)teihni = 0,
i=O
where ek, hk are the elementary and homogeneous symmetric functions of degree k,
respectively. It was observed in [16], [26] that these two identities are equivalent if
one associates elementary symmetric functions with determinants and homogeneous
symmetric functions with permanents. However, despite several classical instances
of analogues between determinantal identities and symmetric function identities, no
rigorous explanation of such analogues was given. This deficiency was due to the
lack of an appropriate understanding of determinant and permanent in letterplace
terms.
The polynomial algebra Q[LIP], developed in [6], provides "right" notation. Inspired
by the work in [8], we define a linear operator L from a submodule of Q[LjP] to a
submodule of the symmetric function module. The kernel of L can be expressed in
closed form.
To describe the linear operator, we start with the definition of the Young module.
The Young module ,, is a submodule of Q[L,~P,]. It is the homogeneous submodule
spanned by all monomials of the form
(XIIYal)(X2IY2)" .. (XnYan) = (XI7 Y1 )(Xr 2lY2) ".(Xrn IYn),
where a and r = a - 1 range over all permutations of the set {1, 2, ... , n}.
If the monomial (xil lyi2)(xi2 yi3) .. (Xii- lIyik)(xik yil) is denoted by
cyc(ii 2 " "... ik),
then any monomial w in Y, can be uniquely written in the form:
cyc(ili2 -... A)cyc(i A+1 * * "A+A2)' .. cyc(ix +*+A..+k-l+1'- iX+..' k),
where ii 2 ... i, is a permutation of the set {1,2, , n} and A = (A1 , A2, ... ", k) is
a Young shape with n entries.
The linear operator L from the Young module Y, to the ring A, of homogeneous
symmetric polynomials of degree n in infinitely many variables is defined by
L(w) = PAIPA2 "" "PkI
where pm denotes the power sum symmetric function of degree m. Under this
linear map L, determinants, permanents, symmetrized bitableaux and positively
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(negatively) symmetrized monomials (see p. 63) correspond to the elementary, ho-
mogeneous, Schur, and monomial (forgotten) symmetric functions, respectively. We
establish an isomorphism between a submodule of Y, and the module An of symmet-
ric functions. Therefore, determinantal identities and symmetric function identities
can be translated to each other 1-1 bijectively. A new class of algebraic identities
in Q[LJP] (i.e., determinantal identities) is established by translation of symmetric
function identities into the Young module.
Under the linear map L, bases of the module An of symmetric functions corre-
spond to bases of the Young module y,. Examples are, for A ranging over all
Young shapes with n entries, the power sum symmetric functions {pA}, homogeneous
symm. func. {hA}, elementary symm. func. {ex}, and Schur func. {S,} correspond
to the trivial basis, the basis of standard positive bitableaux, the basis of standard
negative bitableaux, and the basis obtained from Gordan-Capelli expansion (see
p. 46), respectively.
Our objective is to determine the basis of Yn corresponding to the monomial basis
{mA} (or equivalently forgotten symm. func. {fA}) of the module A,. Inspired by
Foata's definition of permutations of a multiset in [9], we are further led to the
discovery of a new basis (characteristic free) of the fourfold algebra Super[LIP]. We
call it the monomial basis to indicate its connection with the monomial basis of
symmetric functions. We give an algorithm to expand an arbitrary monomial of
Super[LIP] into an integral linear combination of elements of our new basis.
4.2 The Polynomial Algebra
Let L, = {X1 < .2 < . < x,} and Pn = {Yl < y2 < .. " < yn} be two alphabets
(linearly ordered sets). let Q[LnlPn] denote the polynomial algebra over the rational
numbers generated by the set of commuting variables (xsiyj) for xi E L, and yj E Pn.
The pairs (xilyj) will be called letterplaces as in the fourfold algebra, where xi
are letters and yj are places. The polynomial algebra Q[L,IP,] is isomorphic to
Super[L-IP- ] with L- = L, and P- = Pn, or to Super[L+ P + ] with L+ = L, and
P+ = Pn-.
The symmetric group SL. and the symmetric group Sp, act naturally on Q[LnP,],
and these actions extend to actions of the group algebras Q[SL.] and Q[Sp,]. The
action on letters will be written on the left of the expression and the action on
places will be written on the right. For example, if a = (x1 x 2)(x 3x4 ) E SL, and
= (Y1Y2Y4)(Y3Y5) E Sp,, then
r((XlIy2)(XlIY3)(X~lY4)(X22Y57 4= (X21Y4 )(X21Y5)(X 3JY1)(X1 Y3).
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Proposition 4.1 Let al, 02 E SL, and rl, r2 E Spa, then for any a E Q[L,IPn],
(0'2 1)a = r2(1( )),
a(r27i) = ((a) 1)72 ,
and
o*1ia = ( 1(ae))r1
= o1((a)j1).
From now on, the letterplace (xilyj) will be abbreviated to the subscript pair (iij)
unless otherwise indicated. Correspondingly, the action of SL, or Sp, is nota-
tionally changed to the action of S., which is the symmetric group of the set[n] def{ 1 , 2 ... ,n}.
Let w = ili 2 ... ip be a sequence of integers from the set [n]. We define the element
of the group algebra Q[Sn],
pos(w),
as the sum of all permutations of the set {il, i2,..., ip} and the element
neg(w)
as the sum of all permutations, each prefixed by its sign, of the set {il, i2, ... , i,}.
The cyclical monomial cyc(w), an element of Q[L,JP,], is defined as
(ijli)(i2ji3).."' (ip-1ip)(ipi).
Given w' = jlj 2 ..." p, another sequence of integers with the same length, we define
the positive biproduct pos(wlw') to be the element of Q[LnlP,]:
Z (al lbl,)(a2Iba 2 ) ..." (aklbk),
aESk
and the negative biproduct neg(wlw') to be the element of Q[L,IPn]:
Z sgn(u)(a)abi)(a2Ib, 2) ... (akjbak),
aESk
where Sk denotes the symmetric group of the set {1,2,..., k}. For convenience,
set pos(wlw') = neg(wlw') = 0 if length(w) 5 length(w'). Furthermore, if T =
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(wl, w2, ... ) and T' = (w', wi,...) are two Young diagrams over the set [n], we
define the product of cyclical monomials Cyc(T) by
Cyc(T) = cyc(wi)cyc(w 2) • •.,
the positive bitableau Pos(TIT') by
Pos(T IT') = pos(wl Iw)pos(w2 w2). ' .,
and the negative bitableau Neg(TIT') by
Neg(TjT') = neg(wIlw')neg(w2 w. '.".
We then have Pos(TIT') = 0 = Neg(TIT') unless the Young diagrams T and T' have
the same shape. As elements of the group algebra Q[Sn], Pos(T) and Neg(T) are
defined by
Pos(T) = pos(w 1)pos(w 2) ...
and
Neg(T) = neg(wl)neg(w 2). • -,
respectively. With these notations in place, it is easy to check that
Pos(T)Neg(TIT') = Pos(TjT')Neg(T') (4.1)
by expanding both sides into a linear combination of monomials in Q[L,(IP]. Thus,
we can define the (left) symmetrized bitableau (iT') as
Pos(T)Neg(TIT') or Pos(TIT')Neg(T'),
which is consistent with the definition on page 46 if Q[LJIP,,] is viewed as Super[L- IP-]
with L- = La and L- = Pn. If we denote
Pos(Tfl')Neg(T')
by
then
TI) M= + (4.2)
Let T = (jlj2 .. jp, ...,' ) denote the dual diagram of T. The positively sym-
metrized monomial Psm(T) is defined as
pos(jlj2 .. jp)Cyc(T),
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and the negatively symmetrized monomial Nsm(T) is defined as
neg(jlj2 ..- jp)Cyc(T).
The exchange identity of the fourfold algebra has a simplified form in Q[L,IP,].
Before we state it, let's first introduce the notion of a shuffle product.
Let A, B, C E Mon(L) and D, E E Mon(P). If A = ala 2 ..." a, B = b ... bp ... b,,
and E = ele2 ... e,. Then the positive shuffle product on letters:
pos(Abb2 ... b pD)pos(b,+1 ... iqC E),
is defined as
pos(Ab,lb,2 ... b,,pD)pos(b,(p+l) . b,q,CIE)
and the negative shuffle product
neg(Ablb 2 ... b pD)neg(bp+1 ... bqCIE)
is defined as
Ssgn(a)neg(Abelb, 2 . .b,plD)neg(b,(p+l) ... -bqCIE),
where the sum E ranges over all permutations a E Sq such that al < ... < ap and
o(p + 1) < -.. < aq. We may similarly define the shuffle product on places. If the
above A, B, C E Mon(P), and D, E E Mon(L), then
pos(EICbqbqi,_-1 ... 6+)pos(Dlb ... b62b 1A) dt
Spos(EjCb,qb,(q 1) ... b(p+l))pos(D b,,p .. blA),
and
neg(ECbqbq,_ ..- . p+l)neg(Dbp ... blA) d=f
~ gn(a)neg(EJCb,qb,(q-1) ... b,(p+l))neg(DJbp ... b, A).
The exchange identity of the fourfold algebra takes the following two special forms
in Q[LIP,]:
1. pos(Ablb 2 ... bplD)pos(bp+l ... bqCIE)
S Z (-1)s-rpos(Bil&2 ... Dr I  e• ... eu)pos(ur+i . e- .- e.. ,
O<r<s
O<u<v
2. neg(Ab1b2 ... bplD)neg(b +1 ... bqCIE)
= (-1)sq+s-rneg(Bil ... .TID e0 ... eu)neg(&r+l ... iCI eu+l e),
O<r<s0 <u<v
where - and o are independent shuffles on letters and places, respectively.
4.3. THE YOUNG MODULE
4.3 The Young Module
The Young module Y, is the submodule of Q[LIP,] spanned by all monomials of
the form
(lIal)(21a2) ... (njlan) = (r1lyj)(r2)y2) ... (rnjyn),
where a and r = a - 1 are permutations of the set [n]. It is easy to see that the
mapping F, sending a permutation a E Sn to the element a((111)(212) - --(nn)) =
(all1)(a212) ... (an ln) in Yn, extends to a Q-module isomorphism of the group al-
gebra Q[Sn] to the Young module yn. Thus, any fact about the Young module Yn
can be interpreted as a fact about the group algebra Q[S,]. Although all such facts
could be stated directly in terms of the group algebra, the letterplace notation turns
out to give better results. It is not difficult to check that for two permutations a,
r E Sn, we have
F(rar-') = rar-1((1I1)(212) ...(nn))
= ra((111)(212) ... (njn))r
= (r(al)jrl) ... (r(an)jrn).
From this viewpoint, we define the submodule of Yn, of which every element is
invariant under the action of S, on both letters and places, to be the center of the
Young module, denoted by Center(Yn); i.e.,
Center(y,) {a E y,: a(a)a = a, for any a E Sn}.
Any fact about the center of the Young module can be read as a fact about the
center of the group algebra Q[S,] and vice versa.
From now on, all Young diagrams will be understood to have n non-repeated entries,
unless otherwise indicated. Thus, if D and E are Young diagrams over Ln and Pn,
respectively, then Pos(DIE), Neg(DIE), ... , etc., will be tacitly assumed to belong
to the Young module.
Let Par(n) denote the set of all Young shapes with n entries (a Young shape A with
n entries is also called a partition of n, denoted by A F- n), and let P(n) denote the
number of all distinct partitions of n. In the following proposition, C(a), a E Y,,
denotes the element EIEs,, a(a)a E Center(Yn).
Proposition 4.2 The center of the Young module Yn is a free module over Q of
dimension P(n), having bases:
1. B1 = {C(Cyc(DA))}
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2. B2 = {C(Psm(Dx))}
3. B3 = {C(Nsm(Dx))}
4. B4 = {C(Pos(DAlDA))}
5. Bs = {C(Neg(DlD,))}
6. B6 = {C(( D ))}
where A = (A1 , - , Ap) ranges over all partitions of n, and for each shape A, DA is
an arbitrary Young diagram on the set [n].
Proof:
1. It is clear that Yn has a trivial basis {Cyc(T,)}, where A ranges over all par-
titions of n, and Tx ranges over all Young diagrams on [n] with shape A. If
a E Center(Yn), then EESn, eaaa = n!a, i.e., a is a linear combination of the
elements in B1. The linear independence of B1 is obvious.
2. Let A, IL E Par(n). Then A = (A1 , A2, " * ) is said to precede 1L = (41, #2," "),
denoted by A < I, iff Ai = Ci, where 1 < i < k and Ak+1 < /k+1 for some k.
By definition, Psm(Dx) = Cyc(Dx) + 1 Cyc(E ,), where the sum is over some
Young diagrams EA,, whose shapes A' follow A. Thus the transition matrix
between B1 and B 2 is triangular with l's on the diagonal. It follows that B2
is a basis.
3. The proof is similar to 2.
4. By definition, it is clear that
C(Pos(DA D,)) = (A• - 1)(A 2 - 2) ... (Ap - 1)C(Cyc(DA)) + Z'C(Cyc(Ex,)),
where the sum E' ranges over some Young diagrams EA,, whose shapes A'
precede A. Thus, the transition matrix between B4 and B1 is triangular with
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non-zero integers on the diagonal. Thereby, B4 is a basis.
5. This case can be proved similarly by showing the transition matrix between Bs
and B1 is non-degenerate, but we proceed to give a different proof emphasizing
the antisymmetry property of determinants. Let Z"ePar(n) cAC(Neg(D IDA)) =
0. The vanishing of the coefficients cA follows by induction. First, c, is zero if
y is the latest shape, namely the one column shape, as may be seen by putting
1 = 2 = -.. = n; for this causes all the terms Neg(DAIDA) to vanish except the
one corresponding to one-column Young tableaux. The induction hypothesis
is that c, = 0 for all shapes 1L preceding the shape A. If any term Neg(DA IDA)
is selected, we let all the symbols in each column of DA be equal; for example,
123 12345 becomes 12 Then Neg(DAIDA) ) 0, but all the terms whose shapes45 12
p follow the shape A will be made to vanish by this coalescence of symbols,
while the other terms with shape A will either vanish or become equal to the
selected term. By the induction hypothesis, cA = 0 follows, which completes
the proof.
6. For any shape A E Par(n), (•i DA) $0 as the coefficient of the identity
element, id = (11)(212) ... (nln), in its monomial expansion is equal to 1.
ThusC( -D I)) 0D . Let
E CAC(A DA)=0. (4.3)
AEPar(n)
To show that all coefficients cA = 0, we require the following lemmas whose
proofs are omitted.
Lemma 4.3 Let a E Sn and id = (1I1)(212) .. (nln). Then
a(id) = (id)a- 1.
Lemma 4.4 Let FA, E, be two Young diagrams on [n], having shapes A and
p respectively. If y > A, then Neg(E,) Pos(FAIFA) = 0. Similarly, if t < A,
then Neg(FAIFA) Pos(9E,) = 0.
Notice that in Lemma 4.4, if I > A (resp., pu < A), then a row of E, and
a column of FA (resp., a row of FA and a column of E,) share two common
elements.
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Let the element T\ of the group algebra Q[S,] be defined as
T\ = 1 aPos(DA1)Neg(D)a - 1.
O6Sn
Then T\ is in the center of Q[Sn], i.e., T\ commutes with any element in Q[S,],
and TA(id) = C (N I D\) since Neg(DA)(id) = (id)Neg(DA) = Neg(D\jDA).
Furthermore, if I > A, then T,TA(id) = 0 by Lemma 4.4; consequently, if
p < A, then T,TA(id) = TAT,(id) = 0. Thus by taking the group (left) action
T, on both sides of equation (4.3), we get
c, T2(id) = 0.
As T, is in the center of Q[Sn], a and a - 1 have the same coefficient in the
monomial expansion of T,; therefore, the coefficient of the identity element in
the expansion of T2 is a sum of squares: (n!) 2 +..., which implies T,2 0. So
CAL = 0.
4.4 Connection with Symmetric Functions
Let's recall some basic facts about the symmetric functions. Consider the ring
Q[Ui, u2, u3, .'
of polynomials in infinitely many independent variables ul, u2 , ... with rational
coefficients. The symmetric group Soo acts on this ring by permuting the variables,
and a polynomial is symmetric if it is invariant under this action. The symmetric
polynomials form a subring
A = Q[U1,, U2, ]Soo
The ring A is graded:
A = Ek>O Ak,
where Ak consists of all homogeneous symmetric polynomials of degree k.
We consider only graded submodules An,, unless otherwise indicated. The most
famous classical symmetric functions are the following (where
A = (Al, A2 , " "...I k) - n and A is the dual shape of A):
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* Monomial symmetric functions
The sum is over all distinct permutations r of (A1,' , •Ak, 0, 0, -. ), where
r = ala2 .. i *. Clearly, {m : A E Par(n)} forms a Q-basis of An. Fur-
thermore, let
AlX= --- "- = Ak
> Akl+ 1 = ' = AkI+k 2
> Akl+'" +km-1 ='''= Xkl+'"+km, (4.4)
where kl + - + k, = k. The augmented monomial symmetric function
m* is defined as
(kl!k 2! ... km!)mA.
* Elementary symmetric functions
e = e• 1ea2 • "ea.
For each integer r > 0, let er = Ei,<...<i, uilui2 ... Uir and eo = 1.
* Complete symmetric functions
hA = hA2 .h .hA k
For each integer r > 0, let h, = EC,<...<r uuilu2 ... ui and ho = 1.
* Power sum symmetric functions
PA = PA1PA2 " "PAk.
For each integer r > 1, let Pr = E u4.
* Forgotten symmetric functions
fA = w(mA),
where w: An -- An is a homomorphism defined as w(eA) = hA or w(pA) =
(-1)n-kpA. In particular, the augmented forgotten symmetric functionfA is defined as w(m*).
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* Schur symmetric functions
S = • KXm•,
i6Par(n)
where K\ , is the Kostka number with shape A and type i. K\, has an ex-
plicit combinatorial interpretation which can be found in [14]. It is known
that w(SA) = Sj.
The Young module y , is connected with the algebra of symmetric functions through
the linear operator L: Yn --+ , which is defined as
L(Cyc(D,)) = pA(ul, u2," ")
for any Young diagram Dx, having shape A =
operator L has the following properties.
(A1, A2 ," ', k) F- n. This linear
Theorem 4.5 Let I(A) = k and IA n. Then
1. L(Nsm(DN))= m=
2. L(Psm(Dx)) = (-1)n-l(A)f*
3. L(Pos(D IDA)) = (A!A 2! ... Ak!)hA
4. L(Neg(D|lD\)) = (A!A 2! ... Ak!)eA
5. L (D, )) = (n! / fN)SA, where f\ is the number of standard Young
diagrams on [n], having shape A.
Proof:
1. The proof follows by induction on the length of A. When 1(A) = 1, Nsm(DA) =
Cyc(DA) = pn = m(n) = m*(). Assume the identity holds for 1(A) < k. We
shall prove the identity for 1(A) = k.
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Let DA = (jl" , ,j2"" ", " ,jk... ), and 7r(s, t) denote the cyclical permutation
of order two in the symmetric group S,,. Then
Nsm(Dx) = neg(jlj 2 ... jk)Cyc(Dx)
= neg(jxj 2 .. jk-1)Cyc(D )
-neg(jlj 2 ... jk-1)Cyc(r(jk-1, jk)D )
-neg(j ... jk.-3jk-ljk-2)Cyc( r(jk-2, jk)DA)
-neg(ji ... jk-4jk-2jk-1jk-3)Cyc(r(jk-3, jk)DA)
-neg(j 2 . jk-1jl )Cy(7r(j1 , jk)D,).
Applying the linear operator L on both sides, and using the induction hypoth-
esis, we get
k-1
L(Nsm(DA)) = m* -p, -
i=1
where shape it = (A, ... , \k-1) and shape ' = (/\, ·-. , \_1, ;i+Ak, Xi+1, · k-l).
Assume A has form (4.4), then
m1 " pAk = (ki! ."km-l!(km - 1)!)m, -p k.
It is not difficult to see that
=Ei cim kl+---+ki if km = 1PA = km(MA) + =1 A
S(Ei1 cim ak+...+k,) + cmmf k- if km > 1
where ci are the coefficients.
Case 1. (km = 1.)
If Aki+...+kA +k A $j for j = 1,''.. I,k-1, then clearly ci = 1. If Aki+...+kA k =
Aki +...+k for some j E {1,..., m - 1}, then ci = (kj + 1). Thus, in this case
k-1
m Pr = mi + m*i.
i= =
Case 2. (kinm > 1.)
If Akl+...+k +Ak $ Aj for j = 1,...,k, then ci = 1. If Akl+---+ki +k =
Ak,+...+k, for some j E {1, 2, .. , m}, then ci = (kj + 1). Thus, we still have
m* p = m + k-1 m*i. Therefore, we have provedA' P~k = MA T i=1
L(Nsm(DA)) = min.
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2. Expand Nsm(DA) in terms of products of cyclical monomials. If S{j1 ,j,...J,P}
denotes the symmetric group of the set {jl,j, ... , jp}, then
Nsm(Dx)
= zjj,--p sgn(a) a(Cyc(Dx))
sgn(a) . Cyc(E ,T),
where EX is the new tableau with shape AO, obtained from DX by the action
of a. It is well known that every permutation can be expressed as a product
of independent cycles. If a is a permutation with cycle type {1q , 2q2, - . I, pqp},
where qj is the number of cycles in a having length i, then
sgn(a) = (-1)P-E=I';
furthermore,
p
1(AO) = l(A) - qi(i - 1).
i=1
Applying the linear operator L on both sides of the above equation, we get
aES{j 1,...} j p
sgn(a) - PXAC. (4.5)
Applying w on both sides of (4.5), we get
E sgn(a). (-1)n
E z (-1)n-(A)pAa.
aES~jjj,...,jpj
However, since Psm(DA) = Lesu ,...,ip } Cyc(EE), it is clear that
L(Psm(D))) = (- 1)n-t(A)f,*
3. Let the rth (1 < r < p) row of DA be denoted by w = ili2 ... i,. We only
need to show pos(wlw) = Ar!hr. For simplicity, we assume w = 12 ... r. Then
pos(12 ... r112... r) = (alll)(a212) ... (arlr).
aES,
f * -I•( )p •,
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Let I = (r, .., r, E Par(r). We know that the number,121 , q2, , 2 , 1 .
q2 q1
of permutations in Sr, having the cycle type {1q1, 2 q2, - . , r) }, is equal to
d, = r!/(1 qx1 !2q2q 2! ... prqr !).
Thus, we obtain
L(Pos(WIW)) =
/IEPar(r)
However, since the identity h, = ,iePar(r)(d ,/r!)p, holds, we obtain
L(Pos(WIW)) = r!hr
which implies
L(Pos(DA]DA)) = (A!2! ... Ap!)hx.
4. Similarly,
= sgn(a)(alc1)... (arlr)
SaES,
CtEPar(r)
= r!ex
implies
L(Neg(D IDA)) = (A1!A2! ' " A!)eA.
5. By the definition of symmetrized bitableau, we know that
(F DA ) = Pos(DA)Neg (A D 15A).
Let id denote the identity element (111)(212) ... (njn). Then it is not difficult
to see that
( lD 61 ) = Pos(DA)Neg (5•) - id
= E - id,
where EA is the Young operator corresponding to a diagram of shape A in [n],
defined by Rutherford ([23], 1948, p. 19).
neg(12 ... r112 ... r)
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Under the linear map L, EA and aEAa- 1, where a E Sn, have the same image
by Lemma 4.3. So
L (FD] , E\)-' -id,
n aESn
which is equal to
(O)2 T - id
n!
([23], 1948, p. 65), where f0\ = n! and TA is the substitutional operator in-
troduced by Young ([23], 1948, p. 64-65). From the theory of group characters
([23], 1948, p. 66),
T = x C,,
where C, is the sum of all permutations of Sn of class p and X\ is the character
of a permutation of class p in the representation corresponding to partition A.
Thus, we obtain
L ( D, = XC, - id.
But since, from the Frobenius theory of group characters,
n!h = X AC
(Littlewood, 1940, p. 86), where hx is the h-alternant. the proof follows.
0
Since the ring An has a trivial basis {m\ : A E Par(n)} and Center(Yn) has the basis
{C(Nsm(D )) : A E Par(n)} as has been shown in Proposition 4.2, the following
theorem follows immediately.
Theorem 4.6 The restrict linear operator LlCenter(y.) from Center(Yn) to An is a
module isomorphism.
Under the linear map L, every element in the Young module Yn represents a symmet-
ric function in A•; conversely, any symmetric function in An has its representation
(not necessarily unique) in Yn.
Corollary 4.7 For the linear operator L: Y -+ An, if L(a) = 0, then C(a) = 0 in
Yn. Furthermore, if a(a)a = a for every a E Sn, then a = 0 in Y,.
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4.5 Determinantal Identities
It is clear now that through the linear operator L, every determinantal identity yields
a corresponding symmetric function identity, and by Corollary 4.7, all symmetric
function identities find elegant verification in Q[LnjP,]. While these two viewpoints
seem completely parallel, formulas expressed in terms of symmetric functions turn
out to be more powerful. The theory of symmetric functions provides us a new class
of algebraic identities in Q[Lu,IP,].
Examples:
1. The Wronskian relation in An:
E(-l1)ehn-i = 0 for n> 1,
i=O
is a well known symmetric function
can be written as
L i! )!neg(1 .- ill.-..i)i= O
identity. Using the linear operator L, it
-pos((i l)+...nl(i+ 1)...n)) = 0.
According to Corollary 4.7,
'C(neg( 1... ill... i) -pos((i + 1) ... 1n(i + 1)... n)) = 0,
=1i!(n - i)
i.e.,
Z(-1)i Z
i=1 Ti uT2=[n]
neg(ji . jiji ... ji) -pos(ji+1 .. jnlji+l inj,) = 0, (4.6)
where (Ti = jl, - - -, ji}, T2 = {ji+l," " ,jin}) are ordered set partitions of [n].
Identity (4.6) is the well-known Muir identity in classical determinant theory.
The present translation not only provides a one line proof of the identity, but
also clearly brings out the fact that the reciprocity between determinant and
permanent follows from the reciprocity between the e and h symmetric func-
tions.
2. A generalization of the Muir identity (Joint work with Rosa Huang).
Let X = (x 1 , x2,...) and Y = (Yl, Y2,...) be two sets of disjoint variables.
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The supersymmetric Schur function (see [24]) of shape A F- n is defined by
S'(X, Y) = S',(X)Sw /(Y) (4.7)
subject to the cancelation law:
SA(X, Y)|l,=-i, = SA(X,Y)1x=,=, yi=o. (4.8)
In particular, one obtains the following equality:
SA(X, Y) X=-yl, X2=-Y2, ... = SA(X,Y)|Z 1=Y1= 2,=Y 2=...=0
=0,
which implies
Z S,(X)S,/(-X) = S,(X, -X) = 0. (4.9)
1Ag
When A = (n), equality (4.9) gives the Muir identity
Z(-1)'hien_i = 0.
i=O
By Wallac's paper [29] we obtain
L(•j ) - (.n J-,IL)!_
where D is a Young diagram of shape A/p and f /W is the number of stan-
dard skew Young diagrams on the set {1,2,..., n - jIl}, having shape A/p.
Therefore, by Corollary 4.7 we obtain the determinantal analogue of equality
(4.9):
D(-f1) Alf Z (E~ E) (FT] F) = 0, (4.10)
1/_ uIl!(n - I/ )! (E,F)Lg A (E,F)
where the inner sum ranges over all pairs of Young diagrams (E, F) such that
shape(E) = A, shape(F) = A/p and the contents of E and F form an ordered
set partition (cont(E), cont(F)) of [n]. By formula (4.2) equation (4.10) may
be written as follows:
Sf(--1)"A Z E) +EF -) = 0. (4.11)
ICA I!(n- 1 E,F
It is not difficult to see that identity (4.6) is a special case of identity (4.11)
for A = (n).
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3. Starting with the Newton relations in An:
ne, = (-1)"-lpieni for n > 1.
i=1
Applying the operator L we obtain
L( (n - 1!neg(12'... n112...n))=
1 -:_--)cyc(12 ... i). neg((i + 1) ... n(i + 1) ... n)
n neg(2 12 --.. n) = I(-) i -  I: E
i=1 TIUT2=[n] aES~jl,jj,.,Ji}
(cyc(a(jl)a(j 2) ... (ji)) -neg(ji+l.. jnljii+l ... in)) (4.12)
which is seen as the determinantal analogue of the Newton relation.
Similarly, the Brioschi identities
n
nhn = pihn-i for n > 1
i=1
yield the following determinantal identity:
n -pos(12...n1l2...n) = E E
i=1 TlUT2=[n] aESi ,j2,...,ji)
(cyc(a(jl)a(j2) ... a(ji)) pos(ji+l.. in jIi+1 . inj,)),(4.13)
where (T1 = {jl, - - , ji}, T2 = {ji+l," ', i }) are defined as in the first exam-
ple of this section.
Both relations (4.12) and (4.13) can also be proved in a self-contained manner
in Q[LnIPn] using the straightening algorithm. We present the proof of (4.13)
to illustrate the idea. Let 1 < r < n - 1 and let Ic denote the complement set
of I if I is a subset contained in [n]. Then it is easy to see that
E(a(ir+1)0(ir2.. a(in_)a- (in)) pos(i ... ia(i,)lil ... ia(ir+l))
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= E'(r(ir+2) r(ir+3)) ".((in-1)j7(in))"
pos(il . ir T(in)il... ir+l)(ir+l T(ir+2))
= - ' cyc(r(ir+2)(ir2 +3) ... (in))pOS(il " ir+il "". ir+l) + (*)
(7(ir+2) v(i2 +3)) "" (37(in-1)7(in))pOS(i1 '." ir+17(i) i1 "" ir+1ir(i+2))
where the sum E ranges over all subsets I C [n] and permutations a E SiC
with I= {i 1,-i,' r} and Ic = {ir+1,-- -, in}, while the sum E' ranges over
all subsets I' C [n] and permutations T E Sic with I' = {il,'" ir+1} and
Ic = {ir+2,' ', in}. Using formula (*) repeatedly, we obtain
cyc(ala2. . an)
aESn
- c) yc(2a3 ... an)(al al)
+ Z (a21a3)(a31j4) ... (a(n - 1)jan)(ijanliij2)
z1 E [n]
E S c
= - cyc(a2a3 ... an)(allal)
aESn
-E cyc(a(i3)a(i4) " a(in))(ili2 ili2)
1i, i2 } C [n]E Sr-1
+(·(i3)la(i 4 4(i 5)) .. ".(a(in-1jla(in)) * pOS(ili2 (in) ili2 (i3))
n-1
i=1 T UT 2 =[n] aOrES(jl 2 ,'",ji}
cyc(a(jl)a(j2) ''' (ji))pOS(ji+1 ... jnji+l 'jn) )+ npos(1 ... nil ... n).
This concludes the proof.
4. Suppose that A = (aij)i,j>i is a matrix, ri = -j aij and cj = E- aij. Then
row(A) V (r, r 2 , - ")
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and
def
col(A) = (cl, c2," ")
Let A = (Al,. •,Ak) E Par(n), and A = (7yi1,"'** ,y) be the dual shape of A.
The e and m symmetric functions are related by
eA = Z M y,7mu,
iEPar(n)
where M,, is the number of 0-1 matrices A = (a 3j),j>i with row(A) = A and
col(A) = p.
By an application of Corollary 4.7, we find that the negative bitableaux and
the negatively symmetrized monomials in Y• are connected via the identity
A1!...Ak! Z' Neg(D\IDA)D\
= MAP Nsm(E,),
/= (191,2q2 ,---) EPar(n) E,
where ED, ranges over all Young diagrams on [n] of shape A and EE, ranges
over all Young diagrams on [n] of shapes p. Similarly, the following identities
can be translated to their determinantal analogues:
hA = 1 NAmM,
tiePar(n)
P = E RAm4,
ILEPar(n)
and
h = Z KAAmA
I#EPar(n)
= det(hA,_i+j)kj=1
det(e,,_+j), j=l
where NA, is the number of non-negative integer matrices A with row(A) = A
and col(A) = p, R,\ is the number of ordered (set) partitions T = (B 1, - -., Bi( ))
of [k] such that p = (EiEBI A9i, . ZiEEB,() Ai), and Kx is the Kostka number
with shape A and type IL.
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5. Let p = (~t1, i2," ) be a partition of n. Then the symmetric function identity
h, = Z K tsx
AEPar(n)
leads, by Corollary 4.7, to the determinantal identity
AePar(n) ýE( E ,\] 9\)I
where ED, ranges over all Young diagrams on [n] with shape M and •
ranges over all Young diagrams on [n] with shape ý. In particular, when
I = (in), the identity becomes
(11)(212) ... (nn) =
AEPar(n)
(f\)2
EA
6. Let v E Par(ni) and i = (1•u, f 2 ,--.) E Par(n2), where n1 + n2 = n. Then
sh, = Z K \ sI ,
AEPar(n)
where K ,,,, is the Kostka number with skew shape A/v and type IL (see [14]).
The determinantal analogue is
S1 '2... ((D 'C) Pos(E,IE,,)
AEPar(n)
where D, is a Young diagram on the set {1, 2, ... , ni), E,, is a Young diagram
on the set {nl + 1, '. , n}, and for each shape A, F\ is an arbitrary Young
diagram on [n].
When A = (n 2), we obtain a determinantal analogue of Pieri's formula, i.e.,
E f
B1UB2=[n]i
A:
E ( ( I +)) , (seen .. in +1 in)
1\I = Irv + n 2
A/v is horiz. strip
1 EPos(D, D,)1 U2! ... DM
Ai).- (4.14)
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where (B 1 = {il, - , in, }, B 2 = {in+l,- - -, in}) are ordered (set) partitions
of [n], and ET, ranges over all Young diagrams T, of shape v on the set B 1 .
7. Littlewood-Richardson rule.
Pieri's formula is just a special case of the Littlewood-Richardson rule:
-= C CA S\
AEPar(n)
where v E Par(n1 ) and IL E Par(n2) with ni + n 2 = n. The coefficients c^, are
the so called Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. The determinantal analogue
is
AEPar(n)
where D, is a Young diagram on the set {1, 2, ... , nl}, E, is a Young diagram
on the set {ni + 1, - - -, n}, and F\ is a Young diagram on the set [n].
4.6 A New Straightening Law in Super[LIP]
We now give the main result of this chapter. Let L = {x 1 < x2 < .-.} and
P = I{y < Y2 < .. I} be disjoint proper signed alphabets. Consider the fourfold
algebra Super[LIP ] over Z. We shall construct a new basis of Super[LIP], the
natural analogue of the m symmetric functions. Our new basis turns out to be
characteristic free. We call it the monomial basis.
We need to generalize the concept of a cyclical monomial of Q[LIPn] to the fourfold
algebra. Recall that if (al la), (a2 a'), ... , (a,Ia') are distinct letterplaces in [LIP]+,
(bilbO), (b2lb'), ... , (bIb') are distinct letterplaces in [LIP]-, and (clilc), (c2 c2n),
..., (cucI') are distinct letterplaces in [LIP]o, then any letterplace monomial in
Super[LIP] is an integer multiple of the form
(aIa')(e") ... (aIa')(er)(bIb') . ..(bIb')(cIc')m1 . . . (cuc')") , (4.15)
and all elements of the form constitute an integral basis for Super[LIP] (see p. 18),
called the trivial basis.
A monomial a in Super[LIP], in which the number of occurrences of xi and yi are
equal ( xi or yj in (xi yj)(e) is counted e times) for every positive integer i, will
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be called a closed monomial. Otherwise, a is called an open monomial. Two
monomials a and 3 are said to be separated if the set of subscripts of the letters
and places appearing in a is disjoint with the set of subscripts of the letters and
places appearing in 0. For example,
(X21y 2)(X31y4 )(2) (X4 Y3)(X4 IY5)(Xs X3)
is a closed monomial and
(Xlly1) 2(X21Y3)(X31Y4)
is an open monomial; the monomials
(X lY 2)(X21Y3 )) 3 3 1l) and (x41Y5)(3) (x 6 Y7)(2)
are separated, but not the monomials
(xily 2 )(x2 ly3) and (x 4 1yi)(xsly6 ).
An open monomial which can not be further written as a product of a closed mono-
mial and a separated open monomial will be called a prime open monomial. A
closed monomial which can not be further written as a product of two separated
closed monomials will be called a prime closed monomial; otherwise it is called
a composite closed monomial.
Proposition 4.8 Every monomial w in Super[LIP] can be factored into a prod-
uct of a closed monomial C and a separated prime open monomial 0. The closed
monomial C can be further factored into a product of pairwise separated prime closed
monomials. Both factorizations are unique up to multiplication by a rational con-
stant.
Proof: Let w be an arbitrary monomial in Super[LIP]. If it is a prime open
monomial, the theorem evidently holds. If it is not, then w can be written as a
product of a closed monomial and a separated open monomial. Since a product of
closed monomials is still a closed monomial, it is clear that w can be factored into a
product of a closed monomial C and a separated open monomial 0. If w = C' -0'
is another such a factorization, then
C = aC' and 0 = 00',
where a and / are rational numbers. Otherwise, C (or C') will contain a letterplace
pair in [LIP]exd which appears in O' (or 0). That means O' (or 0) can be written
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as a product of a closed monomial and a separated open monomial. A contradiction
with the definition of prime open monomial.
If the closed monomial C is composite, then it is a product of pairwise separated
prime closed monomials. Suppose that C = C1C 2 ... CI and C = D1 D 2 ... Dj are
two such factorizations. Then for each Ci there exists a unique corresponding Dj
such that Ci = 7 Dj, where 7 is a rational number, and conversely. Otherwise, we
can find two elements of [LIP]exd: one appears in Ci, and the other appears in
Ci, (il $ i2) such that both appears in Dj. This implies Dj can be written as a
product of two separated closed monomials. A contradiction with the definition of
prime closed monomial. Therefore, C can be factored into a product of prime closed
monomials uniquely up to rational numbers. O
As an example,
(X21Y 1)(X31j )(X4 Y5)(2) (31Y 2)( x 6 6) x 5 4 )(3 Y3)(X 1 3 )(2) (4.16)
= ((l 1 1y3)(2)zz ( i)(s3))3 YI)(X 3!Y2) (X61Y6)) (x4 1Y5)(2)(x 51y4 ). (4.17)
We call such a factorization into pairwise separated prime closed and open mono-
mials the prime factorization.
Let {Ti :i E I} be the trivial basis of Super[LIP]. The prime factorization of each
Ti is denoted by
Ti = C .Ci2 .. Cir, Oi.
Write each of the prime closed monomials above into the form (4.15), say Cij equals
(ajl jaýj )(ej1) ... , jrja1(ei,) (bijIb ) . (bs , )(ciilc )' .. (ci 1c
as j ranges over the set {1, 2,..., ri} and i ranges over the index set I. Let
or
(aoijjij) =- (bijllbji1)
,
if Cij contains no positive elements in [LIP]exd, or
if Cij contains only neutral elements in [LIP]exd. Then we can rewrite
Cij = (ai1Iji3)Clj.
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Define the element Mi E Super[LIP ], as i ranges over the index set I, as follows:
Mi = (ailai2 . ai*r, il Pi2 ... iri)C 1Ci 2 ... Cri,. Oi.
We call {Mi : i E I} the monomial basis.
For example, if Ti equals the monomial (4.16) and the prime factorization of Ti is
(4.17, where all the letters and places are assumed to be positive, then
M= (x~2) 6 Y2)y 2)y6) (x 2IYl)(X3 jY3)(X3IYl)(x 3 y 2) (x 4[Y5)(2)(X51Y4).
Theorem 4.9 The monomial basis is an integral basis of Super[LIP].
Proof: It is sufficient to show that each Ti can be written as an integral linear
combination of Mj's (j E I). We proceed by induction on the value of ri. When
ri = 0, it is obvious that Ti = Oi = Mi. Suppose that the Ti's, with ri < k, can be
written as an integral linear combination of elements of the set {Mj :j E I}. Then
for ri = k, we get
Ti = Mi + Z±(l) II il)Ci (2II3(2)Ci2  ((r,) /iiri)Cri Oi,
where the sum ranges over all coproducts A(r)w W(1) 0 W( 2) 0 ... W(r,) Of W =
ail i2 ... •iri except the coproduct ail 0 ai2 0 ... a ir,. However, each term in
the sum equals ±Ti, for some index i' E I with r, < k. This can be easily seen if
one notes that for b E P+ and u being a monomial in L with length m, (ulb(m))
is a letterplace monomial which will not be separated in the prime factorization of
(W(1)~/1i)Cill(w( 2) 1i/ 2)C 2 ... ((r) iri3 )C• ,
For example, if Ti = (x1y1l)( 2 ) (X21Y3)(x3IY2). (x'516 ) with ri = 2, where xi, x2 ,
x 3 E L+, x5 E L-, yl E P+, and Y2, Y3, Y6 E P-, then
Ti = (x12)x 22(y2)y3) (x31Y2)" ( 5 Y6) - (X 2  2) IY3)X32) ( 5Xy6)
= (32)x21y 2)y) (x31y 2) (x5 y6) + (xllyl)(X21Y1)(Xl2y 3 )(x31y 2). (x5ly6)
= Mi + Ti
with ri, = 1.
By the hypothesis induction, Ti can be written as a linear combination of elements
of the set {Mj : j E I}. The proof completes. 0
Two special cases of Theorem 4.9 are particularly worthy of mention. Let L = L-
and P = P- (or L = L+ and P = P+). The algebra Super[LIP] (over Q) is
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identified with the polynomial algebra Q[LIP]. If the letterplace (xilyj) is, as before,
abbreviated to the subscript pair (ilj), then in this case a prime closed monomial
may be written as
(illi2)(i21 3) '.(ik- lik)(ikli1).
We denote it by cyc(ili 2 .. . ik), a generalization of the notion cyclical monomial in
the Young module to the multiset {il, i2,..., ik}. Similarly, we can generalize the
definition of Cyc(D), Psm(D), and Nsm(D) of the Young module to the diagram D
with repeated entries. Thereby, each element Ti of the trivial basis {T: i E I} may
be written in the form
Cyc(Di) 
-Oi,
where Di is a Young diagram whose rows are pairwise disjoint and Oi is a prime
open monomial separated from Cyc(Di). So, regarding Q[LIP ] as Super[L-IP-] or
as Super[L+IP+] we obtain two bases of Q[LIP]:
{Nsm(Di) - Oi : iE I} and {Psm(Di) - Oi : iE I}.
Furthermore, each element Ti of the trivial basis of the Young module Y, can be
written in the form
Cyc(E,),
where Ei is a Young diagram with n non-repeated entries over the set {1,2,..., n}.
The Young module Y, has the basis
{Nsm(Ei) :i E I}
as well as the basis
{Psm(E) : i E I}.
Under the linear map L, Nsm(Ei) and Psm(E,) represent the monomial and the
forgotten symmetric function. It is for this reason we call the new basis {Mi : i E I}
of the fourfold algebra Super[LIP] the monomial basis.
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Chapter 5
The Umbral Module
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a new way of doing linear and multilinear algebra. The four-
fold algebra is used here to give a new description of spatial concepts that goes
beyond the classical description of spatial objects by Cartesian or other coordinates.
In fact, the very concept of a "coordinate" is called into question.
The realization that the classical system of Cartesian coordinates can and should
be enriched by the simultaneous use of two kinds of coordinates, some of which
commute and some of which anticommute, has been slow in coming; its roots, like
the roots of other overhaulings of our prejudices about space, go back to physics, to
the mysterious duality that is found in particle physics between identical particles
that obey or do not obey the Pauli exclusion principle.
Anticommuting variables (exterior algebra) and commuting variables (ordinary Carte-
sian coordinates) have long been used in geometry. However, the interactive role of
the two kinds of variables has been far from clear; glimmerings of an understanding
of the need for both kinds of variables can be gleaned from homological algebra,
from the De Rham and Koszul complexes. It is hoped that the theory sketched
below helps to illustrate this interaction.
In recent years, there have been several attempts to develop anticommuting analogs
of geometric notions. Most of these attempts are rooted in one of the great ideas
of mathematics in this century, the idea that geometry is recovered from algebra by
taking prime or maximal ideas of a commutative ring. One may replace a commu-
tative ring by an exterior algebra and try to do something similar. In the present
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approach this basic idea is implicitly present.
Our immediate objective will be the same as that of the nineteenth century invariant
theorists: to develop a notation for the description of geometric objects which is
independent of the choice of a coordinate system. We shall see that the requirement
of such an invariant notation all but forces us to use two kinds of coordinates.
When looking at the development of geometry in the last 150 years, one is struck by
the emphasis placed on the study of symmetric tensors (algebraic geometry), and
the lack of work on the equally deserving skew-symmetric tensors. We shall soon
see the reason for such neglect; in fact, once a proper notation is set up, we hope it
will be clear that the study of skew-symmetric tensors along lines similar to classical
algebraic geometry is a fertile area of investigation.
5.2 The White Module
When doing ordinary projective geometry, such as proving Desargues' theorem, our
instinctive feeling is that the result is independent of the particular field chosen for
our coordinates, that these results should be stated and proved in a context that
is field-free. This idea has been around for a long time, and was the basis for the
debates between geometers who favored the "synthetic" approach to geometry, and
geometers who favored the analytic approach.
Our approach will be in part analytic, in part synthetic. Our first step is to construct
a "universal" Peano space, called the White module. Recall that a Peano space
of step n, denoted by Pn(V), is a vector space V of dimension n over a field F
with a non-degenerate antisymmetric n-linear form {v 1v2 ... v,}. The construction
requires to establish the existence of a "universal vector space"over a "universal"
field, in which all facts of projective geometry that are true irrespective of the choice
of field will hold, and conversely. All we are given is an infinite set L- ("letters")
whose elements will be the "generic points" of the universal vector space, and a step
n. The role of the universal field will be fulfilled by the abstract bracket ring of step
n.
We start with the supersymmetric bracket algebra. Let L = L+ U L- be a proper
signed alphabet and let P = P- = {yl, y2,... , yn} be a disjoint negatively signed
alphabet with n distinct variables. Consider Super[LIP] over Z. For any w E
Super[LIP], we define the bracket [w] E Super[LIP] to be
(wIY1y 2 .. .Yn).
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Therefore, for wl, w2 E Super[L], we have
[W1 [W2] = (- 1)(Iwl~ +length(wi))(Iw21+length(w 2)) [21 2 [W1].
An element p E Super[LIP] is called a bracket monomial if p = [wz][w 2] ... [wk],
where wl, w2, ... , wk are monomials in Super[LIP], and a bracket polynomial if
it is a linear combination of bracket monomials. The bracket algebra of step n,
denoted by Bn[L], is the subalgebra of Super[LjP] generated by the brackets [w] E
Super[LIP]. To be consistent with notation (2.1), we use
] (5.1)
Wk
to denote
(-1)Ei2 I ' 1' [W][ 2] ... [iWk]. (5.2)
The fundamental relation in Bn[L] is the bracket exchange identity, which is a
specialized form of the exchange identity in the fourfold algebra.
Proposition 5.1 (The BRACKET EXCHANGE IDENTITY). Let a, b, c
be monomials in Super[L] with Aa = -a a(1) 0 a(2) and Ab = Eb b(1) 0 b(2). Then
in Bn[L],
(- 1)lb(2) 1'"[ab(l)] [b( 2)c] = (-l )alibI (- 1)la(2)|.n+length(a( 2))[ba(l)][(a(2))c].
b a
As the exchange identity leads to the standard basis theorem in the fourfold algebra,
the bracket exchange identity leads to a corresponding standard basis theorem,
which is easy to state (and is omitted here) in the bracket algebra Bn[L]. Thus, any
bracket monomial [wl][w2] ... [wk], in which a positive letter a E L appears more
than n times (i.e., cont(wi; a)+cont(w2; a) - ... +cont(wk; a) > n), is equal to zero.
Until the end of this section, we shall restrict L to be a negatively signed alphabet,
denoted by L-. The bracket algebra Bn[L-] is then isomorphic to the commutative
and associative algebra generated by the set of symbols {[ala2 ... an] : a1,..., an E
L-} subject to:
* For every permutation a E Sn,
[aa(1)aa(2) " - aa(n)] = sgn(ao)[ala2 ... an];
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* Whenever ai = aj, [al ... ai ... aj ... a] = 0;
* For any k E {1,2,...,n},
Z gn(()[a,(1) a,( au(n)][aa(n+l) "- aa(n+k)bl ... bn-k] = 0,
where the sum ranges over all a E Sn+k with o(1) < .. < a(n) and (n + 1) <
S.. < a(n + k).
The antisymmetric n-linear form {-} can be completely characterized by the bracket
form [-] in Bn[L-] as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 5.2 Let Bn[L-] be a bracket algebra over Z and Pn(V) be a Peano
space over F, an arbitrary field. Then for any map 0: L- -+ V, the corresponding
algebra homomorphism ~': Bn[L-] -* F such that
0'([XlX2 ... Xn]) = {(Xl)O(X2)"... "(Xn)}
is well defined. Furthermore, for every p E Bn[L-], p = 0 if and only if 0'(p) = 0.
Proof: Choose a basis el, e2, ... , e, in the vector space V. Then any vector v E V
can be expressed as a linear combination of the ei's, that is
v = (vl1)ei + (v12)e 2 + . + (vin)en,
where (vii) e F denote the coefficients. Therefore,
{vv 2 ..." "Vn} = det ((vilj), 3=.) j{ee 2 ... en
where det((vilj),lj=1) is the determinant of the matrix (vi j)ij= whose (i,j)-entry
is (vi1j). This means that the alternating form {.} in V can be viewed as the
determinant det(-). It is now easy to see the algebra homomorphism b' is well defined
by checking that 0' preserves the three conditions in (5.2). Since any determinant
identity in a vector space can be derived from the Laplace expansion, that is,
Z sgn(a)det(v,(1) ". v,(n))det(v1 (n+l) . vao(n+k)bl .. bn- 1) = 0
as in condition (5.2), it is obvious that for any p E Bn[L-], p = 0 if and only if
0'(p) = 0. C
As an immediate consequence, we get the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.3 Bn[L-] is an integral domain.
Now, we are ready to define our "universal vector space" with a "universal" field.
The White module of step n over Z, denoted by Wn(L-), is the module spanned
by all elements of the form
ax, where a E Bn[L-] and x E L-
subject to the following condition: for arbitrary ai, Pj E Bn[L-],
Zaixs = jyj
if and only if for any z, z2,. .. , zn-1 E L-,
ai[ZiZ.z2 .. .n = .j[YJZ1Z2 .'n-1
2 1
in Bn[L-].
Proposition 5.4 The White module Wn(L-) is a free module with dimension n.
Any n distinct elements z 1, x 2,..., xn E L- are independent.
Proof: Let xzl, 2,..., X, E L- be n distinct elements. Suppose that there exist
non zero coefficients aEl,a 2,..., a, E B,[L-], we may assume al 5 0, such that
n
Zaixi = O,
i=1
then for any z1, 2,...,zn-1 E L-,
n
Si[iZl Z2 ..." n-1] = 0.
i=1
Let zi = x 2, z2 = x3, ... , and zn-1 = xa, then we get
al[x122...-x] = 0.
This is absurd since Bn[L-] is an integral domain and both a, and [XX 2 ... ,X]
are non-zero. Therefore, we have proved that any n distinct elements of L- are
independent over Bn[L-]. By the bracket exchange identity, it is not difficult to see
that any n + 1 elements of L- are dependent in Wn(L-). O
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Proposition 5.5 Let Wn(L-) be the White module over Z and Pn(V) be the Peano
space over an arbitrary field F. Then for an arbitrary map 0: L- -+ V, there exists
1. A unique algebra homomorphism ¢: Bn[L-] -+ F such that
q([XlX2 ... X])= {(X1)(X2) ... (n)
for any X, X2,..., Xn L-,
2. A unique linear map q: Wn(L-) -* V such that
(ax) =q(aji)q(xi)
for ai E Bn[L-] and xi E L-.
Proof: If both q and € exist, uniqueness is clear.
To show the existence of 4, let ý be the algebra homomorphism from the com-
mutative and associative algebra generated by the set of symbols {[x 1X 2 ... ·] X
xi,...,2n E L-} to F such that
0([XlX2 ... X = {n(X1)(2) ...(O ).
Then we need to check for every a E Sn,
S([x(l)Xa(2) ... X(n)]- Sgn(O)[XlX2... Xn])
- { ((x())4((X,(2)) ". "(x,(n))} - sgn(a ){ (x1)0(x2) ..." " (Xn)
= 0,
and for 1 < k < n the exchange identity is preserved, that is,
(1:gn(o)[,(1)X(2) * * * (n)l [ (n+) * (n+k)Z1 * * zn-k)
S sgn(a){$(xa(i)) ... (2,(n))}{ ( X(n+1)) ... (Xz(n+k))(z1) ... '(Zn-k)}
= 0.
Thus, q induces an algebra homomorphism from B,[L-] to F. By abuse of notation,
we still denote the induced map by 4.
To show the existence of q, let Free(L-, B,) denote the free module spanned by L-
over Bn[L-], and let b be the linear map from Free(L-, Bn) to V such that
\ ·i(ax) = / C (ai))(x)
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for ai E Bn[L-] and xi E L-. Since the White module Wn(L-) is the free module
Free(L-, Bn) such that
Saixi = 0
if and only if
Sai[xizlz2 ... z,-1] = 0 for any z 1 ,z 2, ... ,zn- 1 E L-,
we need to show that if
E aix i = 0
in Free(L-, Bn), then
( aizi) = 0
in V.
Case 1. O(L-) does not span V. Then
0([yly2 .. .n]) = f{ (Y1)(y2) ... (n)} = 0
for any Yl, y2, ...,n E L-. In this case, it is always true that
4 i( axi) = (ajI oxi) = 0.
Case 2. q(L-) does span V. Let 0(b1), 0(b2), ... , q(b,) be a basis in V. Then
E) aixi = 0 implies Z i[Xittt2 ...tn- 1] = 0
for every subset {tl, t2,... , tn- 1} C {bi, b2,..., bn}. Therefore,
¢(ai) [Xitlt2 ... tn-1] = 0,
which implies
i.e., { (~ (ti)s(xi)) ..1)  '"(tn-l)} =0
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for every subset { (tl), (t 2),..., (tn- 1)} C {f(bi), , (b2)  - 0,(b,()}. Hence,ý (ai)o( = 0,
i.e.,
q$(Caixi) = 0.
So ý induces a map from Wn(L-) to V. By abuse of notation, we use q to denote
the induced algebra homomorphism from Wn(L-) to V such that
i i
We would like to extend the idea of the White module to include skew-symmetric
tensors as well as vectors. Fix the step k of the skew-symmetric tensors one wants
to represent. Then consider the algebra generated by all elements of the form
where ci E Bn[L-], and wi are monomials in Super[L-] having the same length k,
subject to the following condition:
SCiWi = 0
if and only if
ci[wiw] = 0
for any monomial w E Super[L-] of length n - k. This algebra has a universal
property that can be inferred from the universal property of the White module, and
is called The exterior algebra of the White module, denoted by A(W,(L-)).
We have not defined here the multiplication rule in the exterior algebra of the white
module; the rule can be found in Brini's paper [2].
An element of A(Wn(L-)) is called a skew-symmetric tensor. From now on we
shall say "tensors" instead of "skew-symmetric tensors." A tensor of step 1 is called
a vector. If t is a tensor of step k represented by X1 , 2, ... , n E L-, i.e.,
t = ci:,i 2,ik il Xi2  ik, (5.3)
il <i2 <.'<ik
then the scalars ci,i 2,... ,ik will be called the Pliicker coordinates of the tensor t.
The Pliicker coordinates are well defined since any n distinct elements of L- are
independent in the White module Wn(L-).
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5.3 The Umbral Module
In view of our definition for the supersymmetric bracket algebra, it is natural to
ask next whether one can define an analogous generalization of the White module,
that will play for the exterior algebra of a Peano space the role played by the White
module for Peano space. This can be done and we shall first define the "White
module" analog of the component of degree k of the exterior algebra of a Peano
space. We call such a module the umbral module of step k.
Let L = L+ U L- be a proper signed alphabet and T be a subset of A(Wn(L-)). F
is an arbitrary map from L+ to T, called the umbral map. If F.(a) = t (a tensor
of step k), we say a is an umbra for t, having arity k. We shall use a(k) as the
symbolic representation of the tensor t. If t has form (5.3), then the polarization of
a to t, denoted by D(t, a), is defined as follows:
D(t, a) = 1 Cili2..... ikD(x,,a)D(xi2, a) 'D(xik, a).
i <...<ik
If F(a) = F(b), we write
a oc b,
which is read as a is equivalent to b.
For the umbral map F: L+ -+ T, we define an equivalence relation ', which is
compatible with the linear structure, in the supersymmetric bracket algebra Bn[L]
as follows:
* If a E L+ and 0 < cont(m; a) $ the arity of a, then
m = [w][w'][w"] ~ 0.
* Let m be a supersymmetric bracket monomial. If {a < b < ... < c} is the set
of all positive letters appearing in m with arities ka, kb, ... and kc, respectively,
and cont(m; a) = ka, cont(m; b) = kb, ... , cont(m; c) = kc, then
m - D(t, c) ... D(tb, b)D(ta, a)m,
where F(a) = ta, .F(b) = tb, ... , F(c) = tc
* If m, m', m" E Bn[L], and m', m" n m, then
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* If m, m' E Bn[L], and m , m', then
m' / m,
* For any m E Bn[L],
m7 nm.
Since the equivalence relation - is defined through polarization, it is not difficult
to see - is well defined in the supersymmetric bracket algebra Bn[L]. Furthermore,
the quotient algebra
Bn[L]/
is isomorphic to
Bn[L-].
We shall call the quotient algebra the umbral bracket algebra of step n, denoted
by UBn[L].
The umbral module of step n over UBn[L], denoted by Un(L), is defined as the
quotient module of Super[L] by imposing the equivalence relation oc defined as
follows:
For ce, dj E UBn[L] and wi, w E Super[L],
t j
in Un(L) if and only if
cd[wiwl dj [Z3 wýw]
i j
in UBn[L] for every monomial w E Super[L], containing no positive letters appearing
in either Ej ciwi or Ej djwj.
The direct sum of the umbral modules Uk(L) for all k up to n can be given the
structure of an algebra (the "umbral algebra" for skew-symmetric tensors), where the
coefficients are elements of the bracket ring of the supersymmetric algebra Super[L].
This algebra now plays the role of the exterior algebra of the White module, and
thus it is a "universal model" for all computations in the exterior algebra of any
vector space. We are led to expect that "every" notion of exterior algebra, in
particular of linear algebra, has a "corresponding notion" in the umbral algebra.
Such a corresponding notion can be obtained by reasoning with the exterior algebra
of the White module, but eventually one learns to work with the umbral algebra
directly. One thus discovers a new way of doing linear algebra. We shall not give
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here a precise description of linear algebra done with positive letters; instead, we
give a few examples.
(i) Cramer's rule, expressing a vector b as a linear combination of vectors belonging
to the basis a(n), is expressed by the elegant identity
[a(n)]b = -[an"-')b]a.
The classical version of Cramer's rule is, of course, obtained by polarizing a (n) to
X1 X2 ... n , where the xi are negative letters. One then obtains
n
1X1 ... Xn]b = Z[XlX2 ... ii ...i=1
which is the usual version of Cramer's rule.
More generally, a tensor c(k) of step k, where c is a positive letter, can be expressed
as the sum of decomposable tensors made up in terms of the vectors of the basis
a(t) by the identity
[a(n)]b(k) - [a(n-k)b(k)]a(k)
(ii) Let a(2) and b(2) be two lines in the plane. Their intersection can be given by
either of the two equal expressions
[a(2)b]b = [b(2)a]a
If we polarize a(2) to xy and b(2) to uv, where x,y,u, v are negative letters, we obtain
the classical expression for the intersection point of two lines spanned by x and y
and by u and v, respectively:
[xyu]v - [xyv]u = [uvx]y - [uvy]x.
The brackets here are, of course, determinants of vectors.
One can also obtain expressions for general intersections of subspaces in projective
space. For example,
[a(P)b(n-p)]b(i)
represents the intersection of 2 subspace of dimension p and n-p + i in a projective
space of dimension n, where a, b are positive letters having arities p and n - p + i
respectively.
(iii) If t is a tensor in a Peano space of dimension n, there is a classical notion of "
the smallest subspace" in terms of which the tensor can be expressed, usually called
the span of the tensor t. Let us see how the span of a tensor can be expressed in
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umbral notation.
Let a(k) be a tensor. We define the span of a(k) to be the subspace spanned by all
vectors of the form
[a(k-1) u(n-k+1)]a
where u(n- k+1) ranges over all tensors of step n - k + 1 (actually, it suffices to
assume that u(n- k +1) ranges over all decomposable tensors). It is shown below that
the tensor a(k) can be expressed in terms of such vectors.
Now we proceed to define the covariant module. The vanishing of a covariant cor-
responds to a geometric property of tensors, and vice versa. We shall eventually
study the properties of skew-symmetric tensors via the covariant module.
The covariant module of step n over UBn[L], denoted by Covn(L), is the mod-
ule Super[L]e Super[L]0®2  Super[L]®3 @ ... by imposing the following equivalence
relation _, which is compatible with the linear structure:
10 W I I 0 W11U0 / 0 
l
in Covn(L) if and only if
[ww•z][w'w 2[w"W3] ...= [Uw3[U'W 21[t"W3] ...
in UBn[L] for every choice of {wi : wi E Super[L]} subject to the condition that
no positive letters in any wi of {wi} occur in either w 0 w' 0 w" 0 ... or in u 0
u' 0 u", where w, w', w", ... and u, u', u", ... are monomials in Super[L] with
length(w) =length(u),..., length(w") =length(u"),....
An element of Covn(L) is called a covariant.
5.4 Skew-Symmetric Tensors
The notation sketched above, using a(k) to denote a skew-symmetric tensor in the
umbral module, can be used to describe "facts"about skew-symmetric tensors. Be-
fore we proceed to use the divided powers algebra to describe the "orbits" of the
action of the general linear group on the exterior algebra, let us see more examples
of the power of positive thinking.
In the umbral module Un(L), a tensor a(k) is said to be divisible by a vector b if there
exists a tensor c(k-l ) with c 5 b such that a(k) oc bc(k -l 1). The tensor a(k) is called
decomposable if there are vectors bl, b2 , ... , bk E L+ such that a(k) oc bl - - -bk.
1. A vector v divides a tensor a(k) iff a(k)v c 0.Proposition 5.6
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2. If a(k) is not decomposable, but is divisible by a vector, then it must be divisible
by the vector
[a(k)b(k- 1 ) (n- 2k+l)]b,
where a and b are equivalent and U(n - 2 k+1) is some tensor of step n - 2k + 1.
3. Let a(k) be a tensor of step k. vl,v 2, ... ,v, are linearly independent vectors,
each of which divides a(k) (r < k ). Then there exists a tensor c(k-r) such that
a(k) Oc v 1 V2 ... vrc(k- r ) .
4. Every tensor a(n- l ) of step n - 1 is decomposable.
Proof:
1. Necessity is trivial. We only show sufficiency here. By definition, a(k)v Oc 0
implies
[a(k)vw] = 0
in UBn[L] for every w E Super[L] of length n - k - 1. Therefore, given x E L+
and a monomial w' E Super[L] with length n - k, we have
[a(k)vx(n-k- 1)][x(k)wI] = 0.
By the exchange identity in the supersymmetric bracket algebra Bn[L], we
have
[a(k) v(n-k- 1 )][x(k)w ']
(--1)k[vx(n-1)][a(k)w '] + (-1)k[ax(n-1)][a(k-1)vw'].
So,
[vx(n - 1)][a(k)I] = [-ax(n - 1)] [a(k-1)V W ' ,
i.e.,
[vx(n- 1)]a(k) c -[ax(n-1)]a(k-)v.
Let X("-1) be a tensor of step n - 1 such that [x(n-1)v] is not equal to 0 in
UBn[L], then a(k) is divisible by the vector v.
2. Let a(k) cx b(k) ( vc(k- 1), then
[a(k)u(n- 2k+l)b(k- 1)]b oc [a(k)U(n- 2 k+l)c(k-1)]v + [a(k)u(n-2k+1)vc(k-2)]C.
But a(k)v oc 0, which implies the second term on the right hand side vanishes.
The result follows immediately from the previous one.
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3. Since a(k)vi cx 0 for i = 1,..., r, it is clear that
a(k) v, vi, • . vi c O, 0
where {il,..., ij} C {1,..., r}. Let b(n- r) be a tensor of step n - r such that
[b(n-')vlv 2 ... v,] 96 0, and let w = b(n-r)v - ... v,. Then by the supersymmetric
bracket exchange identity, we obtain
Z[w(1 )a(k)][w(2)m] = (- 1 )k[w [a(k)m],
where A(w) = w(1) 0 w(2) and m is an arbitrary monomial in Super[L] with
length n - k. Thus
[b(n-k)a (k)][b(k-r)v ... vrm] = (_)k[b(n-r)Vu ... vr][a(k)m],
which implies
[b(n-k)a(k)]b(k-r)vl " " vr c (_ 1)k[b(n-r)vl ... v,]a(k).
So a(k) Ocx 1 ... Vr C(k-r), where c( k - r) is the tensor of step k - r satisfying
[b(n-r)v ... V,]C (k-' ) c [b(n-k)a(k)]b(k- r).
4. Let
a(n - l1) cx n Ci2,.,in-1 Xl Xi2 ' " Xin-l
1I<i2 < .'" <in-1 _n
and
b oc dizi,
1<i<n
where the subset {xI,,x 2,.., Xn} of L- is a basis of Wn(L-). Then
[a(n-1)b] ox Z(-1)ic,,...... ,ndi[xlx2 .. Xn] cx 0,
which implies
Z(-l)iCl,..., ,...,ndi = 0.
This equation gives exactly n - 1 linearly independent solutions bl, b2,...,
bn-1 to the equation
[a(n- 1)b] cc 0.
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Therefore, we obtain
a(n-1)bi oc 0 for 1 < i < n - 1.
The conclusion follows.
O
Let a(k) be a tensor of step k. We define the span of a(k), denoted by span(a(k)),
to be the submodule of Un(L) spanned by all vectors having the form
[a(k-1)u(n-k+l)]a
as u(n-k+l) ranges over all decomposable tensors of step n - k + 1. The
the span(a(k)) is called the rank of a(k). If a(k) is decomposable, say a(k)
where vi are of step one, then span(a(k)) has a basis {v 1 ,v 2,... vk}.
seen as follows:
Let v(n - k) be a decomposable tensor of step n - k such that
dimension of
OC V1 V2 • " Vk
This can be
[a(k)v(n- k)] 5 0
in UBn[L]. Then by the bracket exchange identity
[a(k-1)v(n-k)vi]a c -[a(k)v(n-k)]vi - [a(k)v(n-k-1)vi]v.
The last term above vanishes since a(k) oc V1 V2 ... vk. Therefore, the vector [a(k)v(n-k)]vi
is in the span of a(k) for i = 1, 2,..., k, as does every vector of the form [a(k-1)u(n-k+l)]a.
So, span(a(k)) has the basis {v, v2 , ... , Vk}.
Proposition 5.7 Let a(k) be a tensor of step k. Then
1. rank(a(k)) > k.
2. span(a(k)) is the smallest subspace of Un(L) such that a(k) can be expressed by
using only vectors in span(a(k)).
3. rank(a(k)) = k if and only if a(k) is decomposable.
4. if rank(a(k)) > k, then rank(a(k)) > k + 2.
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Proof: According to the bracket exchange identity
[a(k)u(n-k)]u C _-[a(k-1)u(n-k+1)]a
The set of all w(n-1), satisfying the equations
[aw(n- 1)][a(k- 1)u(n-k+1)] c( 0
as U(n- k+ l ) ranges over all tensors of step n - k + 1, spans a subspace of dimension
n - rank(a(k)). Call this subspace the cospan of a(k), denoted by cospan(a(k)). It
is clear that a hyperplane w(n - 1) is in cospan(a(k)) if and only if this hyperplane
contains span(a(k)), i.e.,
[w(n-1)a]a(k - 1) 0c 0.
Take a basis x ,, X2 .., xn-1 of w(n-1), and add xn to form a basis of W,(L-),
then
a(k) c Cil,...,ik Xil Xi2 Xik
l<il< ... <ik<n
and
[w(n-1)a]a(k-l 1) (x ±[X1 ... "Xn-lXn cZi,...,4_1,nXil ... Xik-l (X 0.
1l<il <...<i%_l <n-1
Thus all coefficients c 1,...-,k-1_,n= 0, and we can see the tensor a(k) can be represented
by vectors belonging to the hyperplane w(n- 1 ). Hence a(k) can be represented by
vectors belonging to the intersection of all hyperplanes in cospan(a(k)) and this
intersection is span(a(k)). So rank(a(k)) > k.
If rank(a(k)) = k, then a(k) is decomposable.
If a(k) can be expressed by vectors belonging to a proper subspace S of span(a(k)),
then span(a(k)) is the space spanned by
[a(k-1)u(n-k+l)]a C S C span(a(k)),
a contradiction. So, span(a(k)) is the smallest subspace such that a(k) can be ex-
pressed by only vectors in that subspace.
If rank(a(k)) = k + 1. Let b1 , b2 , ... , bk+l be a basis of span(a(k)) and add bk+2, ... ,
b, to complete a basis in Wn(L-) such that [bib2 ... b] = 1. Then
a(k) = 1: C ... kb bi2 ... bik'
1 <il<..<ik <k+l
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We may assume cl,2,...,k 5 0. Then span(a(k)) becomes the space spanned by the
following vectors:
[a(k-1)bibjbk+2 ... bn]a
= (-l)j-2C1,..., ..... k+1[btl""bi '"bj'" bk+lbibjbk+2 ... bn]bj
+ (-1)[-lcl,...,, ..., k+l[bl i' j .b. . bk+lbibjbk+2 .. bn]bi
= (-1)i+lc1, ..... ,k+lbj + (-1)JcI .... 3,...,k+1 bi ,
where 1 < i < j < k + 1. It is easy to see the space above has a basis
{(-1)i+1c1,...,,...,k+lbk+1 + (-1l)k+1cl,...,kbi : 1 < i < k}.
Thus dim(span(a(k))) = k, a contradiction. Therefore
rank(a(k)) > k + 2
if rank(a(k)) > k. u
We shall next give the covariant form to determine the rank of a tensor.
Proposition 5.8 a(k) has rank r if and only if the covariant
ý1" ala2'''ar+l 0 a a k-1) .. 0ak-1)' ' ® a+(k(k-1)) (k-( -)) (k-) (k-)(i: aia 2 ""+~1 0 a 1  0a 2  r.0a7 +1
vanishes , but not the covariant 2: a-1a 2 . a r ® (k-i) (k-i) (k- 1) , here
all symbols ai are equivalent to a.
Proof: Suppose a(k) has rank r. Then for a suitable choice of tensors: u1n-k+l)
2n-k+2) ... and ur;( - + ), the vectors
[a k-1)un-k+)J]ai for i = 1,2,..., r,
form a basis of span(a(k)). Therefore,
[a(k-1) (n-k+l)[a (k-1) (n-k+1)] [a(k- 1) (n-k+l)]ala2 ... ar 9 0,
al Ul1 J[a2 U2 r Ur
i.e., the covariant 62 does not vanish. It is clear covariant E1 vanishes since span(a(k))
has rank r. The proof of sufficiency is similar and is omitted here. o
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Proposition 5.9 Let b(k) be the umbral representation of a skew symmetric tensor
of step k, with the equivalent umbral representations
(k) k) oC * * * OC (k) c b(k)a cc a( ) cx ... cx a( k) cx b(k).
Then b(k) is divisible by at least k - p (0 < p _ k - 1) linearly independent vectors
if and only if the covariant
ak)b 0 a2k)b 0... 0 a" 1 b ® b(k-p- 1)
is zero.
Proof: We proceed by induction on p. When p = 0, we need to verify the Grass-
mann condition: b(k) is decomposable if and only if the covariant a(k)b 0 b(k-l1) is
zero. The condition is clearly necessary. To verify sufficiency, assume the covariant
is zero. Then for all u(n- k - 1) and for all s(n-k+1), we have
[a(k)bu(n-k-1)][b(k-1)s(n-k+1)] = 0
in UBn[L]. Therefore for all s(n-k-1), we have
[b(k- 1)s(n-k+l)]a(k)b = 0.
This implies a(k) is divisible by all vectors of the form
[b(k-1)s(n-k+l)]b.
As these vectors constitute span(b(k)), we conclude that b(k) is divisible by at least
k linearly independent vectors. So it is decomposable, concluding the case p = 0.
We now consider the general case. Again, the given condition is clearly necessary.
To prove sufficiency, by induction we may assume that
a(k)b 0 a(k)b ® ... a(k)b 0 b(k - p ) $ 0, (5.4)
(or else, by the induction hypothesis b(k) is divisible by at least k - p + 1 linearly
independent vectors,) but that
(ak)b 0 a(k)b ®... 0 a(k) b 0 b(k-p - 1) = 0. (5.5)
Then by relation (5.4), there must exist some U(n- k- 1),..., (n- k- 1) that the tensor
given by
h(k-p) = [a(k)bu(n-k-1)]... [a(k)bv(n-k-l)]b(k-P)
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is nonzero, so span(h(k- p)) contains at least k - p linearly independent vectors. By
relation (5.5), for all w(n-k-1) and s(n- k+p+1) , we have
[a(k)bu(n-k-1)] ... [a(k)bv(n-k- 1 )][a +lbw(n-k- 1 )][b(k - p - 1)(n - k+p+1)] -
Hence,
[ak)bu(-k-1)] ... [ak)bv(n-k-1)][b(k-P-1)(n-k+p+1)]a(k)b = 0
for all s(n-k+p+l ) , i.e., all the vectors of the form
[ak)b(n-k-1)] . [ak)bv(n-k-1)][b(k-p - 1)(n-k+p+1)]b
are divisors of b(k). Since these vectors are precisely span(h(k-p)), b(k) is divisible
by at least k - p linearly independent vectors. O
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Chapter 6
Classification of Trivectors in
6-D Space
The notation sketched in last chapter, using the divided powers algebra of an al-
phabet to describe "facts"about skew-symmetric tensors, leads to a new way of de-
scribing the orbits of the action of the general linear group on the exterior algebra.
"Orbits" or sets of orbits under the action of the general linear group correspond
in the umbral module to identities satisfied by the symbols in the divided powers
algebra that represent a tensor; these identities express the "non-genericity" of the
orbits. We shall also call orbits the canonical forms of skew-symmetric tensors. Ref-
erences on the subject of classification include [27], [10]. Unlike the old methods,
our approach is purely algebraic and combinatorial. We work directly with the um-
bral module of step 6 over a set of equivalent letters representing a tensor of step 3.
All the techniques we require for the classification are the bracket exchange identity
(Prop. 2.6), the standard basis theorem, and Lemma 6.1 described below. In addi-
tion, We prove that the invariant ring (under the action of general linear group) of
trivectors of a 6-D space has a unique generator, whose symbolic representation is:[a(3)b 2)c
bc( 2)d(3) ]
where a, b, c, d are equivalent letters representing the same trivector. We believe
this result is new. The current method clearly can be further applied to classify
trivectors in higher dimensional spaces.
The umbral module U6(L) in this chapter is over a field K of characteristic zero.
However, this assumption is not essential. It is for the simplification of description.
In fact, we only need to assume that Char K : 2 and 3.
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6.1 Covariants
We shall state and prove various "facts" about the covariants of trivectors of a 6-D
space. The notation (5.1) will be used denote the bracket polynomial (5.2). In
particular, if wl, w2, .. .,Wk are monomials having only positive letters, then
W22 = [W~i[w2] 
...[Wk].
Wk
We start with a key lemma which deals with the changes of equivalent letters in the
umbral module.
Lemma 6.1 Let a, b, ... , c be equivalent letters in L+, representing a tensor t of
step 3 in Un(L), and let f(a, b,..., c) be a bracket polynomial. Then
f(a, b, ... , c) = sgn(a)f(a,(a), a(b),..., (c))
for any permutation a of the set {a, b,...,c}. Furthermore, if a is an odd permuta-
tion and
f(a, b,..., c) = f( (a(a), a(b),..., o(c)),
or if a is an even permutation and
f(a, b,..., c) = -f(a(a), a(b),..., a(c)),
then
f(a,b,...,c)= 0
in Un(L).
For example, [a(3)b(3)] = 0 in U6 (L).
Proof: Assume a < b < c < - -. By definition, the equality
f(a, b, c,..., d) = D(t, d) ... D(t, c)D(t, b)D(t, a)f(a, b, c,..., d)
holds in Un(L). Furthermore, by Proposition 1.7 we obtain
D(t, d) ... D(t, b)D(t, a)f (a, b, c, .. ., d)
= D(t, a(d)) ... D(t, a(b))D(t, a(a))f(a(a), a(b), a(c),..., a(d))
= sgn(a)D(t, d) ... D(t, b)D(t, a)f(a(a), a(b), a(c),..., a(d)),
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which implies
f(a, b, c, ... , d) = sgn(a)f(a(a), a(b), a(c),..., a(d)).
If a is an odd permutation, then
f(a, b, c, ... , d) = -f (a(a), a(b), a(c),..., o(d)).
Given the condition that
f(a, b, c,..., d) = f ((a), a(b),..., a(d)),
we get
f(a, b, c,..., d) = 0.
The proof of the other case is similar and is omitted.
Note: In the following context, bold face letters in a bracket monomial indicate how
the exchange identity Prop. 2.6 is applied.
Lemma 6.2 Let Roman letters a, b be equivalent and represent a tensor of step 3.
Then in U6(L) the following three conditions are all equivalent:
a(3)b( 2)
(i) b oc 0,
(ii) The Grassmann Condition
a(3)b
b(2) 0c 0,
a(3)b
(iii) b
b
ocO.
Proof: (i) * (ii).
a(3)b(2)
Suppose that b
of step 4,
oc 0, then for any tensor a(2) of step 2 and any tensor p(4)
2 [ a(3)b( 2)b(2)0 (4 ) a(3)ba(2) )bbp (4) J
S a(2)b(2)a( 2) [a(3)b(2)a ]
abp(4) abP(4) (6.1)
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By Lemma 6.1, the first term on the right hand side vanishes, and the second term
equals zero by the assumption. So, we obtain
a (3)b 0.
b(2) c 0.
On the other hand, if
equality
a(3)b
b(2)
2 [ a(3)b(2)v
2 (5)
oc 0, then for the above O(5) and any vector v, the
a(3)bbv
bp3( 5) a(3)bp/v 0b(2)0(4 ) I
implies
a(3)b
b(2) c .
Next, we show
First, if a(3)bb5, the equa(2)
5, the equality
that (ii) a (iii).
oc 0, then for any tensor 0(5) of step 5, a(2) of step 2 and -(5) of step
a(3)ba(2)
bp8( 5)
b-y( 5)
a(3)ba( 2)
-= b(2)(4)
=0
(6.2)
implies
a(3)b
b oc 0.
b
a(3)b
Secondly, if b oc 0, then for any decomposable tensor p(4) of step 4 and any
tensor a(2) of step 2, let y(4) cc /(4) and choose vectors x and y satisfying [xyp( 4)] 9k
0. The following identity
b(2),p(4)
xy7 (4)
a(3)ba(2)
bx /( 4)
byy( 4)
a(3)ba( 2)- b 2) x3(3)
/3yf (4)
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a(3)ba(2)
b= - (4)
by (4)
=0
implies
a(3)b
b(2) OC 0
since the umbral bracket algebra UBn[L] (p. 96) is an integral domain.
Lemma 6.3 Let a, b, c be equivalent letters, representing a tensor of step 3.
in U6(L) the following two conditions are equivalent:
a(3) b(2)c
(i) bc(2)  C 0;
a(3)b(2)
(ii) bc(3)  c 0.
Furthermore, these two conditions imply
a(3)b(2)c
be c O.
c
O
Then
Proof: Suppose that a(
3)b(2)c
bc(2) oc 0. Then for any vector a and any tensor p(2) of
step 2, we get by the bracket exchange identity
[ a(3)b(2) aS bc(3) p(2) a(
3 )b(2)a
bc( 2)c/(2)
ab (2)b/(2)coa
abc(2)p (2)
The first two terms on the right hand side vanish by Lemma
equal to zero by the assumption. Thereby,
a(3)b(2)
bc( 3) C 0.
6.1. The third term is
a(3)bca
b(2)e(2)p(2) 1-
abc( 2)a(2)
bc (2)ao (2)
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On the other hand, if
a(3)b(
bc(
2 )
a(3)b(2)
bc(3)
2)c
C,(3)
0c 0, then for any tensor a(3) of step 3, the identity
bc(3)b(2)a
bc(3)a(2)
-3 =0
implies
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2) oc 0.
Thirdly, for any tensor a(4) of step 4 and any tensor (5) of step 5, we obtain
1 [ a(3)b(2 )c
2 CCa(4)
2 bo3(5)
1
2
5(2)C
)a(3)
5)
(2)c(2)
4) a(3)b(2)Cbc(2)a(3)
ap(5)
By Lemma 6.1, the first term on the right hand side equals
Sa( 3)b(2)c
Sbca(4 )2 c3(5)
and the second term vanishes. Therefore, we get the following equality:
3
2
a(3)b(2) C
bca(4)
cI3(s)
oc O, then
bc oc O.
C
a(3)b(2)c
bca(4 )
C•(5)
a(3)
-
bc(2)
a(2)b
- aca( 4b2 [b( 5)
a(3) bc( 2)
bca(4)
bo(5)
a(3)b(2) C
=- bc(2)a(3)
aOp(s)
a(3)b(2)e
If bc(2)
(6.3)
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C(3)a(3)
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Lemma 6.4 Let a, b, c, d be equivalent letters, representing a tensor of step 3 in
U6(L). Then the equality
a(3)b(2)c 1
bc( 2)d(3) = 0
implies
a(3) b(2)c
1. bc(2)d(2) c 0,
d
2. [a(3)b(2)c]bc(2) is decomposable.
Proof: 1. Let a be any vector and (5) be any tensor of step 5. Then
a(3)b( 2)c ]bc(2 )d(2)a
do(5)
Sa (3)b(2)c
_- bcd(3)a
Cp(5)
a(3)bc(2)
S bcd(3)a
bo3( 5)
a(3)b (2)c
- -2 c(2 )d(3 )a
b[ b(5)
a(3)b(2)c
= -3 c(2)d (3)a
bo (5)
Sa(3)b(2)c
- c(2 )d(3 )a
bp(5 )
a(3)b(2) 1
/ )(2),j(3)
a(3)b(2)C
C(2)d(3)a
b/3( 5)
Sa(3)b(2)p(
S bc(2)d (3)
[ a(3)b( 2)c
- bc(2)d(3)
[ a(3)b(2) C
b (2) /0)
aL p(5)
a(3)b(2)c 1
-
bc(2)d(3)
[ap(s)
(6.4)
On the other hand, we can apply the exchange identity (Prop. 2.6) in a slightly
different way as follows:
a(3) b(2)
bc(2 )d(2 )a
dp( 5 )
1 a(3)b(2)c 1 a(3)b(2)c (3)b(2)c
=- bcd(2)da - c(2)d(3)a - bc(2)d(3)3 cCp(5) bp( 5) ap•(5)
a(3)b(2)d a(3)b(2)e [ a(3)b(2)c
= bc(2)d(2)a - c(2)d(3)a - bc(2)d(3)
3 c6(5) bp(s) ap(5)
2 a(3)b(2)c a(3)b(2)C a(3)b(2)c
-= bc(2) (2) c( 2)d(3) - bc(2)d(3)
3 dop( 5) bf( 5) ap(5)
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This implies
a(3)b(2) C
bc(2) d(2)a
d3 (5)
a(3)b(2) c
c(2)d(3)a
bp3(5 )
Combine (6.4) and (6.5), we get
a(3)b(2)C
bc(2)d(2)a
dfi( 5)
i.e.,
bc(2)d(2) oc 0.
d
2. Let a (3) denote [a(3)b(2)c]bc(2). To show that a (3) is decomposable, we need to
check that
oc 0,
where p(3) c(3). Let 3(3)= [al(3)b 2)cl]bl- 2) where al, bl, cl are all equivalent
symbols of a, b, c. Then by the bracket exchange identity we get
a(3)/ (2) [ a(3)b(2)c
a (3)b (2)
1 °1 Cl
bC(2)C (2) [ a(3)b(2 )c 1 bC( 2)blC1
bi a 3)b(2) 1 C 1
However, for any vector v and any tensor r (5) of step 5, the identity
[ a(3)b(2)c bc(2)bCliv
a (3)b (2)C C7(5)
1 1 1
Sa(3)b(2)c [ bc(2)b 2)v
= -2 a(3)b (2) (5)
a b1 lCl (1 ['5)
implies
a(3) b (2) bc(2)bl c1  a(3)b(2) 1 bc( 2)C(2)
* (3)b (2)C C1 Ox 2 a(3)b ()c b2
Thus, we obtain
(6.7)
which is equal to 0 by the previous result.
a (3)b(2)c
- bc(2)d(3 )
ap(5)
(6.5)
a(3)b(2) C
bc(2)d(3)
a,3(5)
(6.6)
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6.2 Invariants
Let a, b, c, ... (C L) be equivalent letters, representing a tensor of step 3. In the
umbral bracket algebra UB 6 [L], let M([-]) denote the set of bracket monomials over
these letters such that the content of each letter in each monomial is either 0 or 3.
The bracket polynomial generated by all elements of M([-]) is denoted by P([.]).
To prove that the trivectors in a 6-D space has a unique invariant (Theorem 6.12),
we shall require several technical lemmas.
Lemma 6.5 A bracket monomial in M([.]), having the form
I, (6.8)
is a constant multiple of a bracket monomial with the following form:
a(3) b(2) (6.9)
bc(2)d(3) . (6.9)
The proof follows immediately from equality (6.6).
Lemma 6.6 A bracket monomial in M([.]), having the form
a(3)be(2)f c [ (6.10)
or the form
a(3)b(2)e bc(2) fd( )e(2)f [ bc(2)f ], (6.11)
may be written as a linear combination of bracket monomials, each having the form
of (6.9).
Proof: 1. Suppose that the bracket monomial has the form of (6.10). Let x and y
be two arbitrary vectors. Then[a(3)b(2)C bc(2)exy
d(3 )e(2 ) f
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bc(2)e(2)y
bc(2)e(2)x 1-
: J
bc( 2)e(3)]
a(3)b(2)c
d(2)e( 2)xf
bc(2)edy
a(3)b(2)  bc(2)edd(2 (2)eyf bc(2)ed
a(3)b(2)c bc(2)ed(2)
de(2)Xyf
bc(2)de(2)]
Applying Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.5, it is immediately seen that any bracket mono-
mial with form of (6.10) can be expanded into a linear combination of bracket mono-
mials with form (6.9). 2. First of all, let us show that a bracket monomial in M([.])
having the following form:
a(3)b(2)cd(3)e( 2)f
bc(2)f .
ef .... (6.12)
may be written as a linear combination of bracket monomials with form (6.9). Let
t(3) = [a(3)b(2)c]bc(2) and t ) = [d(3)e(2)f]ef( 2), then
-(3)e(2)(3)b(2)cc(2  f
ef Sa(3)b(2)c+ d()e(2) f
By formula (6.1), the left hand side is a constant multiple of
the form:
t(3)t(2 ) .
tl .....
J·
a bracket monomial of
which, by formula (6.7), is equal to
S[ (3)b(2)c ] bc(2)f(2)
3 d(3)e(2)f e
Thus the left hand side is a constant multiple of a bracket monomial with form (6.9)
by Lemma 6.5. The second term on the right hand side of (6.13) has the form of
a(3)b(2)c
d(3)exf
a(3)b( 2)c
d(3)eyf
a(3)b(2)c
d(3)xyf
a(3)b(2)c
d(2)exyf
-2[
-2
-3
-2
X
t(3)tl .
(t2 ) ... bc(2)ef(2) (6.13)
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(6.10). Therefore, a bracket monomial with form (6.12) is a linear combination of
bracket monomials with form (6.9).
Now the only non-trivial case left for a bracket monomial with form (6.11) is the
following special one:
Sbc( 2 )f.[ (3) b (2) e ..... (6.14)
d(3)e(2)f f..... (6.14)
Interchanging e and f, we get
bc(2)f ,  F bc(2)e..
a (3)b(2)C e... . (3)b (2)c .....
d(3)e(2) f f ..... d(3)f(2) e .. (6.15)
However, by applying the exchange identity (Prop. 2.6) we also get
bc(2)f.. 1[ (3)b(2)c ] e .....
d(3)e(2)f f ....
bc(2)e bc(2)d
- (3) f(2) f ..... ( d(2) (2) (2) f .....
bc(2)e .
[a(3)b(2)c f ....
= d(3)ef(2) e ..... + 1
bc(2)d[ a(3)b(2)c e .....
d(2)e(2) f(2) f ..... (6.16)
where rl is a sum of bracket monomials, each having the form of (6.12).
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Subtracting (6.16) from (6.15), we get
bc(2)e .. f
f ..... 1 a(3)b(2)c
e ..... = -2 d(2)e(2)f(2)
bc(2)d . -
e .....
f .. -71.I···
Now let us again apply the
obtain
[
exchange identity on the left hand side of (6.17). We
a(3)b(2)c
d(3)ef(2)
bc(2)e . .
f ..
e - -.
Sbc( 2)e .
[ (3)b(2) f .....
- d(2)e(2)f( 2)(2) ..... + 2,
where the bracket monomial 72 has the form of (6.10). By interchanging d and e
then e and f of the first term on the right hand side of the above equation, we
obtain
bc(2)e .
a[ (3)b(2)c f.....
d(3)ef(2) e L .
bc(2)d. 1
a(3)b(2) e ..... (6.18)
d(2)e (2)f(2) f ..... + 72, (6.18)
Combine equations (6.17) and (6.18) to get
3 a(3)b(2)c 3) 1(2)
2 d(3)ef( 2) ]
bc(2)e * .
f ..... 1
e .... + 1=
e - - -
a(3)b(2)
d(3)e f(2) (6.17)
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This means that a bracket monomial with form (6.14)
combination of bracket monomials with form (6.9).
Lemma 6.7 A bracket monomial, having the form
a (3)b( 2)c
bc(2)de.
d(2) ....
e(2) ....
may be written as a linear combination of bracket
a (3)b(2)c
bc(2)de.
d(2)e...
e .....
can be expanded into a linear
OE
monomials of the following form:
proof follows immediately from the following
a(3)b(2)c a(3)b( 2)c
bc(2)de- bc(2)de.
d1 (2).... _ de....
2 ee - de ....
Sa(3)b( 2)c
bc(2)de.
d(2)e .
e .....
bracket identity:
a(3)b(2) C
bc(2 )de•
d(2)e ...
e - - •
Lemma 6.8 A bracket monomial having the form
a (3)b(2)c
bc(2)de.
d(2)ef(2).
Proof: The
(6.19)
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may be written as a linear combination of bracket monomials with form (6.9).
Proof: Let x and y be two vectors. For a bracket monomial with form (6.20) we
only need to consider the following special case (otherwise the result is trivial):
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)dex
d(2)ef(2)y
f.....
where we may assume both x and y are not equal to e or f. (Otherwise the case is
trivial.) By applying the bracket exchange identity, we get
(6.20)
a (3)b(2) cbc(2)dexd(2)ef( 2)y
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)dex
-d(2)ef( 3)
.• ° o .
a(3)b(2)
bc(2)dex
def(3) yd .....
a(3)b(2)c 1bc(2)dex
d(2) f( 3 )y
e. -. --
The first term on the right hand side is a linear combination of bracket monomials
with form (6.9) using Lemma 6.6. Applying the bracket exchange identity and
Lemma 6.1 to the last two terms, we get
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)dex
def(3 )y
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)exy
d(2)e f(3)
a (3)b(2) C
bc(2)exy
d(2)ef(3)
d ,... ..
a(3)b (2)
bc(2)e(2
+ 2 d(2) f(3
a(3)b( 2)
bc(2)e(2
+ 2 d(2)f(3
L d .....
c
)•)
)y
)X)
)y
a (3) b(2)
bc(2)ef:
+ d(2)ef(:
d.--
Sa( 3)b(2)
bc(2)de
-d(2)ef (:Sf b(2)..
C
X
")y
y
y
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and
a(3)b(2)C
bc(2)dex
d(2 )f( 3 )y
Sa3b2e.
a(3)b(2) C
bc(2)d(2) x
= 2 def(3 )ySe---e.-- +
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)dfx
d(2)ef(2)y
e.---
+
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)dxy
d(2)ef( 3)
e - *- -
Thereby, we obtain
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)dex
2 d(2)ef(2)yf ...
Sbc(2)dex
d(2) ef(3)
a ,(3)b(2)C
bc(2)d(2)x
de f( 3) y
e...e.
+ a(3)b(2)cbc(2)exyd(2)ef(3)
Sa( 3)b(2)c
bc(2)dxy
+ d(2)ef(3)
e .. ..
+2
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)e(2)x
d(2) ff(3)y
By the previous lemmas, Lemma (6.8) follows.
Corollary 6.9 A bracket monomial, having the form
a(3)b(2)C
bc(2)def
d(2)ef . . ,
L J3b2)
O
(6.21)
can be written as a linear combination of bracket monomials with form (6.9).
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Proof: By the bracket exchange identity, it is easy to see that
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)def
d(2)ef = •.'
where all the terms of the sum on the right hand side have either the form of (6.20)
or the form of (6.8) by interchanging equivalent letters. So, the theorem follows
immediately. O
Lemma 6.10 Let integer k > 2.
M([-]) :
Consider the following bracket monomial a E
W-I
W1
W2
Wk
For every j satisfying 2 < j < k, let
Wj = Wj lWj 2 ,
where each letter in wjl appears in some wi for i E {-I
letters in wj2 appear in any wi for i = -I, . . .,1,..., -1.
(i) and (ii) or (i) and (iii) hold:
(i) for every j satisfying 2 < j < k - 1, length(wjl) =
consists of three distinct letters,
(ii) length(wkl) 2 4 and for every j satisfying 2 < j <
in wj 2 do not appear in w(j+l)l,
,...,1, ... , j -
If the following
1} and no
conditions
3 and wj 2 is a monomial
k - 2, at least two letters
(iii) length(wkl) = 3 but Wk2 = r(m) * ' with m > 2, 7r E L, and for every j
satisfying 2 < j < k - 1, at least two letters in wj 2 do not appear in w(j+l)l,
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then a may be written as a linear combination of bracket monomials with the fol-
lowing form:
W-I
Wl
- W,
(6.22)
(w/ = w2 1 wI 2: each letter in w'I appears in some wi for i s {-I,...,1} and no
letters in w' 2 appear in any wi for i = -I,..., 1), where either length(w'l) _ 4 or
w21 = w21 but w22 = 7r(m') ...with m' > 2, r' E L.
Proof: We proceed by induction on k. When k = 2, the theorem obviously holds.
Suppose that the theorem holds for any k with k < j. Let k = j + 1.
Case 1. (length(w(j+l),) > 4.)
By the bracket exchange identity, we obtain
i jly) 0 (6.23)U U(2)W(j+1)2
where u = wj2W(j+ 1)l.
Except for the term wjlwj2 12 every other term of the sum on the left
[ W(j+1)l (i+1)2 ]
hand side has the following form:
SWjlj2 (6.24)
(j+l)l'(j+1)2
(each letter in w 1l appears in some wi for i E {-I,,1...,1,...,j-1} and no letters in
w 2 appear in any wi for i = -1,...,1,..., j - 1), where either length(wýl) > 4 or
Wl = Wjl but Wý2 = r(•') • . . with m' > 2 and r' E L. By the induction hypothesis,
the theorem follows.
Case 2. (length(w(j+1 )l) = 3 but W(j+1)2 - 7(m) ... with m > 2 and 7r E L.)
Let y, z be any two letters in wj2 such that both of them do not appear in w(j+ 1).
Then again by the bracket exchange identity, we get
[ (1)+ =) 0
V V(2)W(j+1)2
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In this case except for the term WjlWj2[ (+ 1)"l W(j+1)2
either the form of (6.24) or the following form:
, every other term of the sum has
+I /I+1) 2
WjII w j/l/
(where each letter in w' 1 appears in some wi for i E {-I,..., 1,..., j - 1}, no letters
in w' 2 appear in any wi for i = -I,..., 1,..., - 1), such that
Wjl = Wjl,
and
IfW(j+I)I = W(j+1)17".
The bracket monomial is
W-I
Wl
w(j-1)
(+l) II 2
w(ij+)lW(j+l) 2 -
thereby reduced to the above case 1.
follows.
By the induction hypothesis, the theorem
Lemma 6.11 Let integer k > 3. Consider the bracket monomial a E M([.]) :
W-I2W-1 2
W2
Wk
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For every j satisfying -I2 < j < k, let
wj = Wj lWj2
where each letter in wjl appears in some wi for i E {-I1,.....,1,...,j - 1} and
no letters in wj 2 appear in any wi for i = -I,...,1,. .. .,j - 1. If the following
conditions (i) and (ii) or (i) and (iii) hold:
(i) first, for every j satisfying -12 • j 5 1, length(wjl) = 3 and wj 2 is a mono-
mial consists of three distinct letters, of which at least two do not appear in
w(j+l)l. Secondly, length(w 21) = 3 and w 22 is a monomial consists of three
distinct letters, of which none appears in w3 1 . Thirdly for every j satisfying
3 < j < k - 1, length(wjl) = 2 and wj 2 consists of four distinct letters.
(ii) length(wkl) Ž 3, and for every j satisfying 3 < j < k - 2, at least three letters
in wj 2 do not appear in w(j+l)l,
(iii) length(wkl) = 2 but Wk2 = r(m) ... with m > 2, r E L, and for every j
satisfying 3 < j < k - 1, at least three letters in wj 2 do not appear in w(j+l)l,
then a may be written as a linear combination
the form of (6.22) or the following form:
W-I 1
Wz
2 1 2 2
W 3 1 3 2W4
Wk
of bracket monomials, each having
(6.25)
(each letter in wI'1 appears in some wi for i E {- 1},...,1} and no letters in wi2
appear in any wi for i = -1i,...,1; each letter in wzI appears in either w2'1w'2 or
some wi for i E {-I1,..., 1}, no letters in wt 2 appear in either w21.wi2 or any wi
for i = -I,..., 1), where (wi) = w21, 2 is a monomial consists of three distinct
letters, of which at least two do not appear in w"1 , and length(w") > 3.
The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.10, and is omitted.
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Theorem 6.12 Bracket monomials in M([.]) are universally generated by the fol-
lowing bracket monomial:
de [ a(3)b(2)cS bc(2)d(3) •
That is, for any bracket monomial B E M([.]), it is true that
B= a11 l 2 ... I,, if the number of brackets in B is even,
where I1, 12, ... , In are equivalent to I and a, which is independent of the tensor t
that a (3 ) represents, is a constant in the field K,
Proof: let us show that B is a linear combination of bracket monomials of the
following form:
a(3)b(2) 1
bc(2)d(3) (6.26)
Let a < b < c < . . We may assume that B is standard. Then B is a monomial
with one of the following four standard forms:
a(3) ... a(3)b 1 a(3)b(2)1 a(3)b(3)
b(3) ... b(2) . .. b and .
The fourth form vanishes by Lemma 6.1 and the second form may be reduced to
the third one by formula (6.1) and the straightening algorithm. Since interchanging
two equivalent letters in an umbral bracket monomial only changes the sign of the
bracket monomial (Lemma 6.1), the first form is reduced to a linear combination of
the other three forms by interchanging the letter, in the first row, next to a with b
and then applying the straightening algorithm. Thus we may assume B has the third
standard form. By interchanging equivalent letters and applying the straightening
algorithm, B is a linear combination of bracket monomials, each having one of the
following three standard forms:
a(3)b(2)c I (3)b(3)c
a(3)b(3) bc (2) and
c .....
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Similarly, the first vanishes by Lemma 6.1, the third is reduced to the second by
formula (6.3) and the straightening algorithm. So, we may assume that B is a
bracket monomial with the standard form
a(3)b(2)C
(2)(6.27)
Again, by interchanging equivalent letters and applying the straightening algorithm,
the form of (6.27) is a linear combination of the following three standard forms:
S( ( Ca(3)b(2)c a(3)b(2)cF (3)b(2)  bc(2)d(2). bc(2)d -bc(2)d(3) d and (2)
d-.... d(2)  ....
Obviously the first form has the form of (6.26). The second one may be reduced
to the first one by Lemma 6.5 and the straightening algorithm. The third one,
by interchanging equivalent letters, and by Lemma 6.1, Lemma 6.5, Lemma 6.6,
Lemma 6.7 as well as by the straightening algorithm, may be restricted to the
special standard form
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)def
d(2)e -*
(Those forms other than the special one are reduced to the form of (6.26)).
By Lemma 6.8, Corollary 6.9 and by the straightening algorithm, the above special
standard form can be further restricted as
a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)def
d(2)eghi
Thereby, without loss of generality we may finally assume that B is a bracket mono-
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mial with the standard form
a(3)b(2)
bc(2)def
d(2)eghi
mW1 (6.28)
The last letters in Wm should be z(3) if z is the largest letter in B, or i(2) if i is the
largest letter in B.
It is not difficult to see that there exists a positive integer mi < m such that the
bracket monomial
- a(3)b(2)c
bc(2)def
d(2)eghi
(6.29)
satisfies either the conditions in Lemma 6.10 or the conditions in Lemma 6.11.
In the first case, by Lemma 6.10, Lemma 6.8 and Corollary 6.9, the bracket monomial
B with the form of (6.28) may be written into a linear combination of bracket
monomials with the desired form of (6.26). let us now consider the second case.
By Lemma 6.11, the result of the previous case, and by interchanging equivalent
letters, we may assume that B is a bracket monomial with the following form:
a(3)b(2)C
bc(2)def
d(2)eghi
1 I
inm
(6.30)
where w'l is a monomial over the set {a,b,..., i} with length(w'l) _> 3, and w' 2 is a
monomial over the set {j, k,....}. By Lemma 6.10, we may assume that length(w'l) =
3 and w' 2 = jkl. Furthermore, by the standard basis theorem, we may assume the
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bracket submonomial
w-m2
is standard.
It is easy to see that the B with
in Lemma 6.10 or the conditions
I,. Repeat the process start from
satisfies the conditions in Lemma
form (6.30) again satisfies either the conditions
in Lemma 6.11 but with the increased value of
* finite times, we may eventually assume that B
6.10 and has the form
a(3)b(2)C1
bc(2)def
d(2)eghi
By the result of the first case, the proof follows immediately. O
6.3 The Canonical Forms
We shall use the positive notation to classify trivectors of a 6 dimensional space
under the action of general linear group.
Theorem 6.13 In the umbral module U6 (L) consider the following covariants, where
all English letters a, b, c, ... are equivalent and represent a tensor of step 3:
C1 :
a(3)b(2)
a(3)b(2)c
C2 " bc(2);
a(3)b(2)c
C3 bc(2)d(3).
Let x1,x 2, ... be vectors. Consider the following canonical forms:
I: x 1 22X 3 ;
II : x1X2 3 + XlX 4X5;
III : Z1x2 3 + x1x 4x5 + x2X4x 6;
IV : the generic form.
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Every tensor of step 3 in a 6-D vector space has one of the given canonical forms.
Furthermore, C1 cx 0 iff a(3 ) has the canonical form I (decomposable); if C1 9 0, but
C2 OC 0, then a(3 ) OC II; if C2 / 0, but C3 oc 0, then a(3) OC III; if C3  0 , then a(3)
is generic.
For each case the sufficiency is easy to check and the proof is omitted. We only
prove the necessity here.
6.3.1 Type I: x1x 2x 3.
By Proposition 5.7, we know that rank(a(3)) > 3. Thus there exist at least three
linearly independent vectors in span(a(3)), say, [a(2)/(4)]a, [b( 2)a(4)]b, and [C(2)7(4)]C.
Choose a tensor 7 (3) of step 3 such that
a(2)Q (4)
b(2) a(4)
C(2) 7 (4) € 0.
abcr(3)
Let
[a(2)3(4)1
t (6) = b( 2 )a( 4 ) abcr(3).
C(2) y(4)
Then by applying the bracket exchange identity, we get
[t(3) (3)]t (3 ) _ _ [t(6)]d(3)
a(3)b(2) a(3)bSince b oc 0 implies b(2) oc 0 by Lemma 6.2, the left hand side is reduced
to only one term [ a(2) (4)
b(2)a(4)2  ,(4  abc,
C(2)/ (4)
7r(3) d( )
which is
[Tr(3)d(3) [a (2) (4)]a - [b(2) (4)]b [C(2)m(4)]C.
Thus d(3) is decomposable.
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6.3.2 Type II: x 1 Z2X 3 + X1 X4 X 5
a(3)b(2)We shall show that a(3) is divisible by a vector. Since ab 0, there exists a
vector a and a tensor r(5) of step 5 such that[a(3)b(2)a ]
br(5) ( 0.
Let t(6 ) = [a(3)b(2)al]br(5). Consider
[t(3)d(3)]t(3) = [t(6)]d(3).
a(3)b(2)c a(3)b(2)Since bc(2) c 0 implies a (3 )b(2) oc 0 by Lemma 6.3, the left hand side of the
above identity is reduced to only one term
Sa(3)b(2)oe brl(2),
7r( 3)d(3) J '
which is equal to the vector [a(3)b(2)a]b times the bivector [r(3)d(3)]r(2). Since every
bivector, in a vector space of dimension 5, has the canonical form x2x3 + x 4x 5, the
result follows immediately.
6.3.3 Type III: X1 22 X3 + X1 X4X5 + X2 X4 X6.
a(3)b(2)clet us construct the canonical form of a(3). Since bc(2) • 0, there exists a
tensor r(3) of step 3 such that
a(3)b(2)c ]
bc(2) 7r(3) 0.
Let a(3)= [a(3)b(2)c]bc(2), and t(6) = a(3)r(3). Then
[t(3)d(3)]t(3)
-= [( 3)d(3)] (3) [a(2)7rd(3)]Ar(2) + [( 2)d(3)]a(2) + (3)(3)(3)
The first term on the right hand side vanishes since we assume [a(3)b(2)c][bc(2)d(3)] =
0. The second term, by the bracket exchange identity, is equal to
-3[a(3)d(3)]r (3) _ [a(3)rd(2)]dr(2),
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which is
- [a(3 ) d(2)]d (2)
It vanishes according to Lemma 6.4. Thus
[t(3)d(3)]t(3) = [ar(2)d(3)]a(2)r + [7r(3)d(3)]a(3).
Since a(3) is decomposable by Lemma 6.4, let a(3) = x1 X2x 4 where x1 ,X2,X 4 are
three linearly independent vectors. Then
[t(3) d(3)]t(3)
= [x1r(2)d(3)]rx24 + [x27r( 2)d(3)]1rX X4 + [x4 7r( 2)d(3)] rX1 2 + [7r( 3)d(3)]X1 X2 4.
Let
z6= [X1( 2)d(3)]r + [r(3)d(3)]X1,
X5 = [Z27( 2)d3]r,
and
X3 = [24 (2)d(3)]r,
then
[t(3)d(3)]t(3 ) = X1X2X3 + X1X4X5 + X2X4X6-
6.3.4 The Generic Form
If the bracket monomial
a(3)b(2)c
I = bc(2)d(3) (6.31)
does not vanish at a tensor t of step 3, then we say that t has the generic form of
trivectors in 6-D vector space.
Recall that P([-]) (C UB 6 [L]) denotes the bracket polynomial ring over the equiv-
alent letters a, b, c, ... , where the arity of each letter is 3 and the content of each
letter in P([.]) is either 0 or 3. The bracket monomial (6.31) is the generator of this
ring according to Theorem 6.12. Any element in P([.]), which is a linear combination
of products of k brackets, is called a homogeneous bracket polynomial of degree k.
If the bracket monomial (6.31) does not vanish at a tensor t of step 3, then there is
no homogeneous bracket polynomial p vanishing at t except that p is identically zero
(i.e., p vanishes at every tensor of step 3). In other words, there are no invariants
vanishing at t. This is why we call t the generic form.
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Conjecture: Consider a covariant CA over the equivalent letters a, b, c, ... with a
fixed shape A = (A1, A2,... k) :
W1
w2CA:
Wk
where the content of each letter in CA is either 0 or 3. If CA is not identically equal
to zero (i.e., there exists a tensor of step 3, at which CA does not vanish), then the
covariant can be embedded into a non-zero homogeneous bracket polynomial P over
the equivalent letters. That is
If the above conjecture is true and the bracket monomial (6.31) does not vanish at
tensor t, then for any fixed shape there is no covariant vanishing at t. Otherwise,
by theorem 6.12 we obtain
P = alI2 ... In,
where a is a non-zero element in UB 6[L], which implies I = 0 at the tensor t (A
contradiction with the assumption).
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